IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO, .
Supreme Court Case No. 46097
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.

MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant-Respondent.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
HONORABLE PETER G. BARTON

LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR01-17-51545
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

State of Idaho
Plaintiff,
vs.
Michael Aaron Bonner
╘╘╘╘Defendant.

Location:
Judicial Officer:
Filed on:
Case Number History:

Ada County District Court
Barton, Peter G
12/18/2017
PRE-FILE01-17-7137
Appellate Case Number: 46097-2018
Prosecutor Control Number: 2017-0011432

CASE INFORMATION
Offense
Statute
Jurisdiction: County
1. Driving Under the Influence-(2nd Offense
I18-8005(9){F}
Felony Violation Within 15 Years)
{2}
TCN: ID1110263663 ACN: 1
01BPD - Boise Police Department
Arrest: 12/17/2017
2. Driving Without Privileges-(Third or
I18-8001(5)
{M}{3}
Subsequent Offense)
TCN: ID1110263663 ACN: 1
01BPD - Boise Police Department
Arrest: 12/17/2017
3. II-Persistent Violator
IPART II(192514)
TCN: ID1110263663

DATE

Case Type: Criminal

Deg

Date

FEL

12/17/2017 Case Flags: Ada County Prosecutor

MIS

12/17/2017

FEL

12/17/2017

CASE ASSIGNMENT
Current Case Assignment
Case Number
Court
Date Assigned
Judicial Officer

CR01-17-51545
Ada County District Court
01/09/2018
Barton, Peter G

PARTY INFORMATION
State

State of Idaho

Defendant

Bonner, Michael Aaron

DATE

Lead Attorneys
Reilly, Heather C.
208-287-7700(W)
Owens, Nicole
Public Defender
208-287-7400(W)
EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT

12/18/2017

Video Arraignment (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Oths, Michael J.)

12/18/2017

Initiating Document - Pre-File Case

12/18/2017
12/18/2017
12/18/2017
12/18/2017
12/18/2017

INDEX

•

Criminal Complaint

•
•
•
•

Notice of DL Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing
Affidavit of Probable Cause
PC Minute Sheet
Advisement of Rights - Felony Arraignment (Provided to Def.)
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR01-17-51545
12/18/2017

Application for Public Defender

12/18/2017

Arr. Minutes & Hearing Notice

12/18/2017

Order Appointing Public Defender

12/18/2017

Bond Set
$75,000

12/18/2017

12/19/2017

12/19/2017

12/20/2017
12/20/2017

12/29/2017
12/29/2017
12/29/2017
01/03/2018

01/09/2018
01/09/2018

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pretrial Release Order
Supervised
Proof of Service
Notice of hearing 12/29/17
Pretrial Release Order
Proof of service-PTRO
Motion for Bond Reduction

Notice
of Hearing

Preliminary Hearing (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Cawthon, James S.)
Court Minutes

Notice of Hearing
Proof of Service
Notice of hearing 1/9/18

Preliminary Hearing (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Cawthon, James S.)
Court Minutes

01/09/2018

Notice of Hearing

01/09/2018

Preliminary Hearing Waived (Bound Over)

01/09/2018

01/10/2018
01/10/2018
01/11/2018

01/19/2018

•
•
•
•

Order for Commitment
Signed by Judge Cawthon
Request for Discovery
Request for Discovery

Information Filed
info and booking photo

Arraignment (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR01-17-51545
01/19/2018
02/02/2018
02/02/2018
02/02/2018

Court Minutes
Entry of Plea (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
Court Minutes
Plea (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
1. Driving Under the Influence-(2nd Offense Felony Violation Within 15 Years)
Not Guilty
TCN: ID1110263663 :
2. Driving Without Privileges-(Third or Subsequent Offense)
Not Guilty
TCN: ID1110263663 :

02/05/2018
02/06/2018

02/14/2018
02/14/2018

02/14/2018

02/23/2018
02/23/2018
02/26/2018
03/01/2018
03/07/2018

03/07/2018

03/08/2018

04/10/2018
04/10/2018
04/10/2018

•
•
•
•

Scheduling Order

Notice
of Hearing State's Motion to File Information II
Motion to Suppress

Memorandum In Support of Motion
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress

•

Notice
Notice of Hearing Motion to Supress

Hearing Scheduled (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)

•
•
•
•

Court Minutes
Information Part 2
Response to Request for Discovery

Response
Response and Supporting Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Suppress

•

Response to Request for Discovery
/Addendum

•
•
•

Notice
Resetting Trial

Hearing Scheduled (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
Court Minutes
Exhibit List/Log
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR01-17-51545
05/04/2018
05/04/2018
05/09/2018
05/09/2018
05/16/2018
05/16/2018

05/16/2018

Pre-trial Conference (10:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)

•
•
•
•

Court Minutes

Pre-trial Conference (11:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
Court Minutes

Review Hearing (11:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
Decision or Opinion
on Motion to Suppress
Court Minutes

05/17/2018

CANCELED Jury Trial (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
Vacated

05/23/2018

Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

05/23/2018

06/06/2018
06/06/2018
06/07/2018

06/18/2018

06/20/2018
06/20/2018
08/09/2018

09/05/2018

•
•
•
•
•
•

Notice of Appeal
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Review Hearing (11:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
Court Minutes

Order
Appointing State Appellate Public Defender on Direct Appeal
Order to Transport
Defendant

Motion for Bond Reduction (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Williamson, Darla S.)
Court Minutes

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 46097

Review Hearing (11:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Barton, Peter G)
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DEC 18 2017

DR#: 17-730807
Control#: 2017-0011432

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ALICIA MEZA
CEPUlY

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Jill Longhurst
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 4390
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

________________

)
)

) Case N<QQ\-\1- S(~ 4)-

)
) COMPLAINT
)
) Defendant's
) Defendant's
)
)

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE me this

/3--kday of December 2017, Jill

Longhurst, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who,
being first duly sworn, complains and says that: MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the
17th day of December 2017, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crime( s) of: L
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL
(ONE FELONY CONVICTION WITHIN FIFTEEN YEARS), FELONY, LC. §18-8004,
8005(9), and II. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR (MORE THAN TWO
WITHIN FIVE YEARS), LC. §18-8001(5) as follows:
CR01-17-51545
CRCO

Criminal Complaint
490972

COMPLAINT (BONNER) Page 1
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COUNT!
That the defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 17th day of
December 201 7, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2000
red Volkswagen Jetta, on or at Eagle Road and I-84, while under the influence of alcohol, or, in
the alternative, did drive the above-described motor vehicle at the above-described location, with
an alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: .092/.114/.112 as shown by an analysis of his
breath, while having pled guilty to a prior felony conviction of I.C. § 18-8004 or of a
substantially conforming foreign statute within the previous fifteen years.
COUNT II
That the defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 17th day of
December 2017, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2000
red Volkswagen Jetta, upon a highway, to-wit: Eagle Road and I-84', knowing his driver's
license was suspended in Idaho, and while having pied guilty to or having been found guilty of at

P~~- ~g- 11

least two violations ofl.C. §18-8001 within the previous five years.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuti

Attorney

onghurst
rosecuting Attorney

SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this

J jl.-

J$_ day of December 2017.

COMPLAINT (BONNER) Page 2
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Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing

W-3J71
Oi/2z/4z1 Llarz 1

(Advisory for Sections 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code)

t11JA

Date of Arrest

County of Arrest

7/l./ /,<}, )II)) rEl2).JJ-1N!Jt}
M
t1
/ 1'>E-, 1. xrz~q

State

~ff,.,,.~. . ./-'J~')~v{=J_,t/-~---

City

Time of Arrest

I /A

D

Mailing Address

I

DR#

Citation#

11 License
AClass I

D

Operating CMV?
Yes
,~ No
Transporting Hazmat? 0 Yes

1. I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances. You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary test(s) to
determine the concentration of ~lcohol or the presence of drugs or ~t~er intoxicating substances~H-~~:~:::~~ec s~bmitting to
the test(s) you may, when practical, at your own expense, have add1tJonal test(s) made by a pers™·-~- -~---!l_.£.~_sm@iJ do
not have the right to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary test(s) to determine the alcohol concentration or presence of
drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body.
DEC 18 2017
2. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Cod&HRISfOPHE:~ o. RICH, Clerk
A. You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
By ALICIA MEZA.

AAr

B. You have the right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court of
County for a
hearing to show cause why you refused to submit to or failed to complete and pass evidentiary tesi~g and why your driver's
license should not be suspended.
C. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, the court will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be
suspended with no driving privileges for one ( l) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your second refusal
within ten (10) years (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 below.)
3. If you take and fail the evidentiary test(s) pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code:
A. I will serve you with this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty (30) days from the Date of Service on this
notice suspending your driver's license or driving privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five
(5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days with absolutely no driving privileges
of any kind during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted non-commercial driving privileges for the remaining
sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this
is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five ( 5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be
suspended for one ( 1) year with no driving privileges of any kind during that period ( unless you meet the provisions of
paragraph 4 below.)
B. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department to show cause
why you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing
and received by the department within seven (7) calendar days from the Date of Service on this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION.
You also have the right to judicial review of the Hearing Officer's decision.
I
4. If you are admitted to a problem solving court program and have served at least forty-five (45) days of an absolute suspension of
'-· driving privileges, you may be eligible for a restricted permit for the purpose of getting to and from work, school, or an alcohol
treatment program.
If you have failed the evidentiary
test(s), your driving privileges are hereby suspended per #3 above,
commencing thirty (30) daysr CR01-11- 5154;-----:~,,.- 00~this notice.
If a blood or urine test was adl NNoO1~s
'rve a
•
•
I
ice of DL Su
•
J
Notice of Suspension upon r~ 490973
spens,on for Failure of Evident;
"-'-.;;;....a'-=-aa.-='---"-=----'a.==..aa""'-=-"~a...

This :::::.~t;~h~rj fIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWllllllll/lllll/11

~.o~-i~-z-.
. s-T:_z_~p-5~-~-:-;;,_e:_~_':_!_~-:~-~-~-::,-~-~e-0-;~-:a-:_!_:s-tio-~-~-SI-.O-n-----l

Pnnt'Nami:,·an~,~D. Number of Reporting Officer

Signature of ~eporting Officer

Department use only

Failure:

6tsreath

D

Urine/Blood

D

Agency Code

Telephone Number

_'J~,1-o,qv

Z~7
White Copy - If failure - to ITD; if refusal - t6 Court

I

loate of Service:

Refusal

Yellow Copy - to Law Enforcement

Pink Copy - to Court

Goldenrod Copy - to Driver
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Suspension Information:

The audio version of the Suspension Advisory·substantially
conforms to the written text of the Suspension Advisory.

For Refusal of Evidentiary Testing (Pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code)
You have the right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court indicated on the face of this notice for a hearing to show
cause why you refused to submit to or failed to complete and pass evidentiary testing. This is your opportunity to show cause why you refused to
submit or failed to complete and pass evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. Note: A hearing request for
refusing evidentiary testing must be submitted to the Magistrate Court.

If you fail to request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, you are subject to a $250 civil penalty and the court will suspend your driver's license
and/or driving privileges with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year for your first offense, or for two (2) years for your second offense
within ten ( 10) years (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side).
For Failing Evidentiary Testing (Pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code)
You have been served this Notice of Suspension by a peace officer who had reasonable grounds to believe that you were operating a vehicle while
intoxicated. After submitting to the test(s), you may, when practicable, have additional tests conducted at your own expense.

If you take the evidentiary test(s) and the results indicate an alcohol concentrati~n of .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or
the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Sections 18-8004, l 8-8004C, and 18-8006, Idaho Code, the
peace officer shall:
I. Serve you with 'this Notice of Suspension, which becomes effective thirty (30) days after the date of service indicated on the reverse side of this
notice. Failure of an evidentiary test will result in a ninety (90) day suspension of driving privileges, with absolutely no driving privileges during the
first thirty (30) days of suspension. You may request restricted driving privileges during the final sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not your
first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (I) year with no driving
privileges of any kind (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side).
2. If you were operating or in actual physical control of a commercial vehicle and the evidentiary test results indicate an alcohol concentration of:
A. .04 to less than .08, your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days. You will have absolutely no commercial driving
privileges of any kind.
B. .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or test results that indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances,
all of your driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with possible non-commercial driving privileges for the final sixty (60)
days of the suspension. You will have absolutely no commercial driving privileges of any kind during the full ninety (90) day suspension.
C. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year
and you will have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension
Advisory on the reverse side).
Hearing Request for Failure·of Evidentiary Test
You have the right to request an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department. Your request must be made
in writing and be received by the department no later than seven (7) calendar days after the date of service on this Notice o(Suspension. The request
must state the issues intended to be raised at the hearing, and must include your name, date of birth, driver's license number, date of arrest, and
daytime telephone number because the hearing will be held by telephone. The burden of proof, by preponderance of evidence, shall be upon the driver
as to the issues raised in the hearing, pursuant to Section l 8-8002A(7), Idaho Code.

If you request a hearing, it shall be held within twenty (20) days of the date the hearing request was received by the Idaho Transportation Department
(Section I 8-8002A, Idaho Code). If you do not request an administrative hearing within seven (7) days of service of this Notice of Suspension,
your right to contest the suspension is waived. This suspension is separate and apart from any suspension that may be ordered by the court as
a result of any criminal charges that may be brought against you.
Judicial Review
You may appeal the decision of the Hearing Officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court (Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code). Your appeal
must be filed as a civil proceeding in the District Court, pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code.
Restricted Driving Permits
If your driving privileges are suspended for a period of ninety (90) days pursuant to Section l 8-8002A, Idaho Code, you may request restricted driving
privileges for the final sixty (60) days of the suspension (IDAP A Rule 39.02. 70). Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a
commercial motor vehicle. You may make your written request for restricted driving privileges at any time after the service of this Notice of

Suspension.
1

Reinstatement Requirements
t. ---~
' ·,
Before being reinstated on this suspension, you will be required to pay a reinstatement fee. Any other suspension imposed by the court for this offense
-- - - will require an additional reinstatement fee.
-·

...

....-I ..

----

--

-

-

-

~-

--

..,j,._...,.to:

_.,,_,.._~t.~. \u !,., .~...\..

-

- -

~ To request an administrative hearing or apply for a restricted driving-permit relating to an-administrative license suspension

for failing evidentiary testing:
_
• Make your request in writing, including a daytime telephone number, to the Idaho Transportation Department, Driver Services
I Section, PO Box 7129, Boise ID 83707-1129, or
•, • Fax your request to Driver Services at (208) 332-4124, or
• Email your request to DrivServALSHearingFa@itd.idaho.gov
1

~

!

Ifyou ha~e questions or need addit~7:_al i'_!formation regarding this not~ce or Y_Our driving privileges, call Driver Services
at (208) 334-8735.
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Fl~

'

DEC f 8 2017
CHRISToPHER D
·
. av,., , •RICH Cleric
IN THE COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDA'H~~EZA '
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

BONNER, MICHAEL A
Defendant.

)
ss.
)

State ofldaho
County of Ada
I,

PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDA VlT IN
SUPPORT OF ARREST AND/OR
REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.

Gibson, Robert

, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that:

1. I am a peace officer employed by the City of Boise, Idaho.

2. The defendant was arrested on
I.

12/17/2017 at

DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES(THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE)

3. Location of Occurrence:

D

II.

hours for the crimes of:

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 2ND
FELONY IN 15 YEARS

520 SEAGLE RD

, Meridian, Idaho.

BONNER, MICHAEL A

4. Identified the defendant as
~ State ID Card

8:37 PM

Driver's License

O

Verbal by defendant

D

, by:

Other

Witness - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - identified defendant.
5. The crirne(s) was committed in my presence. 0 Yes ~ No If no, information was supplied to me by:
(witness)

VEHICLE INFO:

2000 Make
-- - -RED
- - - -Year - -

Color

Model
6.

Jetta 4dr
License No.
---------------(DUJ): Actual physical control established by:

0 Observation by affiant

~ Observation by Officer:

□ Admission of defendant to:

D

Volkswagen
State

ID

Officer Linn
----------------

O Other:
------------Two or more convictions in the last ten years?
~ Yes O No ~
Statement of Witness

Felony O Misdemeanor
7. I believe there is probable cause that the defendant committed such crime(s) because of the following facts:
CR01-17 -51545
AFPC
Affidavit of Probable Cause
490974
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(Note: You must include the source of an-information that you provide below. Include both what you observed and what you
learned from someone else, identifying that person.)

PROBABLE CAUSE OF THE STOP AND ARREST:
Officer Linn consensually contacted Michael Bonner who was observed operating a vehicle at the 184
Eagle off ramp and Eagle Road. Upon contacting Bonner, he provided his Idaho ID card. Officer Linn
checked the ID card and found that he was currently suspended for Felony DUI with effective dates of
8/21/15-99/9999. Due to his nervous behavior, Bonner was placed into custody after he admitted he had a
suspended license. Officer Linn could smell a strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from his
person. Bonner denied driving and denied drinking but claimed he was on felony parole for DUL I
conducted the DUI investigation in the intox room at the Ada County Jail. After mirandizing Bonner, he
wished to speak to his attorney. Bonner did voluntarily consent to doing SFST's but did not want to
answer questions. Bonner met decision points on SFST's: After the 15 minute observation period, Bonner
blew .092/.114/.112 in the Lifeloc. Bonner was convicted of Felony DUI on 4/1/13 in Canyon County.
Bonner was charged with Felony DUI and DWP- 3rd. Bonner was convicted of DWP on 10/21/13 and
11/1/13.

Standardized Field Sobriety Test - Meets Decision Points?
Yes
Gaze Nystagmus 0 Yes
□ No
□
Yes
0 No
Walk and Tum
0 Yes □
Yes
One Leg Stand
0 Yes □
□ No
Yes
D No
Crash Involved
D Yes 0
Yes
D No
Injury
D Yes ~

DUI NOTES
Odor of alcoholic beverage
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage
Slurred Speech
Impaired Memory
Glassy/Bloodshot eyes
Other:

Drugs Suspected
Urine Collected

0
□
0
0
0

D Yes 0 No
D Yes 0 No

Drug Recognition Evaluation performed
Blood Colh;:cted

No
No
No
No
No

D Yes 0 No
D Yes 0 No

Reason drugs are suspected
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and
failure of the test as required by Section l 8-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code.
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) was/were
peformed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 and 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods
adopted by the Idaho State Police.
Breath BrAC

.092/.114/.112

by: LifeLoc FC-20 Other

Name of person administering the breath test Ofc. R. Gibson

15110081 -

Date certification expires:

10/19/2019

D Defendant refused the test as follows:

000011

DR# 2017-730807

1, Gibson, Robert, the undersigned declare and state:
"I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State ofldaho, pursuant to Idaho
code 9-1406 that the information contained in this document and attached reports and documents that may
be included herein is true and correct to the best of my information and belief."

Dated:

_

_,_.JZ,_4,......./~~//_.._1_ _ Signed:

Utt~

000012

No,_

A~=--=·:::.~Fll&ien---P.1.t~ J =-·--·
DEC 1B 2017 .
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRl@ti~ISTOPHER o RI
ByALICIA . CH, Clerk
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
t~EZA
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM
STATE OF IDAHO

CASE NO.

vs

CLERK --~L._P~o~se~y_ _ _ _ _ __
DATE

12/18/2017

CASE ID _ _ _ _ _ BEG.
COURTROOM 207
COMPLAINING WITNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

END

INTOX
STATUS

JUDGE
□ BERECZ

□ MacGREGOR-IRBY

■ STATE SWORN

□ BIETER

□ MANWEILER

■

□ CAWTHON

□ McDANIEL

■ COMPLAINT SIGNED

□ COMSTOCK

□ MINDER

□ AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED

□ ELLIS

□ OTHS

□ AFFIDAVIT SIGNED

□ FORTIER

□ REARDON

□ JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN

□ GARDUNIA

□ SCHMIDT

□ NO PC FOUND

□ HARRIGFELD

□ STECKEL

□

■

□ SWAIN

□

□ HICKS

□ WATKINS

□ WARRANT ISSUED

□ LOJEK

□ KIBODEAUX

□

HAWLEY

PC FOUND _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------------

EXONERATE BOND

SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED

BOND SET $_ _ _ _ _ _ __

□ NO CONTACT

DR#
■

-----------

□ MOTION TO REVOKE OR INCREASE

-------

(for) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BOND FOR NON- COMPLIANCE W/PT
RELEASE CONDITIONS

CR01-17 -51545
CMINPC
PC Minute Sheet

□ SET HEARING AT AR DATE ON

MOTION TO REVOKE OR INCREASE BOND
□ DISMISS CASE

~~illl\\l\\ll\\l\l\\\l\\\\\\11IIIIll

■ IN CUSTODY

COMMENTS
□ AGENTS WARRANT _W
...../_J...;;.U...;;.D_G_E_ _ _ _ _ _ ___,;..P...;;.V...;;.A...:.;R....;..;;;..se;;;;..;t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□ OUT OF COUNTY -RULE S(B) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=C-=O-=U..c..:N....:..TY.a...-.._

_aB"'"'O"-'N..:.:D~$_ _ _ _ __

□ FUGITIVE___.=ST~A'-'-T=-E' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - □

MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE W/_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PROBABLE CAUSE FORM

[REV 6/14)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

VIDEO ARRAIGNMENT MINUTES
State of Idaho vs. Michael Aaron Bonner

Case No. CR01-17-51545

JUDGE: ..........~6.-1-...l..l!.....-,:C.---CLERK:--!!?H:~
HEARING
: Video Arraignment
Parties:
State of Idaho
'~ ttorney:
Michael Aaron Bonner
Attorney:

DATE:12/18/2017
INTERPRETER: _ _ _ _ __

Count
1
2

Charge Description
Driving Under the lnfluence-(2nd Offense Felony Violation Within 15
Years)
D~Without Privileges-(Third or Subsequent Offense)

Case Called:

~'d'5
D

Defendant:

~

Present

D Not Present ~

Charge Code
I18-8005(9){F}{2}
118-8001(5) {M}{3}

In Custody

D Waived Attorney ~ Advised of Rights D Rights Waived
~efendant Advised of Charges
D Defendant Advised of Subsequent Penalties
Not Guil Pie
D Guilty Plea/Admit
O No Contact Order Issued
Pre-Trial Release Order

~PD Appointed

ff},

PD Denied

Bond __l/,i...,~'--

-

~ 1feI1 tlL

~
{

...

on

ig/aql 11

at

~80

em

wl Judge

(Jwffij,j

Contact the Ada County Public Defender, 200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107, Boise, ID 83702, telephone (208) 287-7400.

) Release Defendant. This Case Only
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your
arrest, or default judgment may be entered if you are charged with an infraction.
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200· W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702

I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows:
Defendant
Hand Delivered D
Via Counsel D
Defense Atty
Hand Delivered D
lntdept Mail ~
Prosecutor
Hand Delivered D
lntdept Mail~

Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,__ _ _-.,.__ _

Signed:
10:58_
AM _
DATED: _ _
_12/19/2017
___

Deputy Clerk

CR01-17-51545
ARMN
.
.
Arr . Minutes & Hearing Notice

\\\i11m\l\\\\\\\l\\\l\lmII
VIDEO ARRAIGNMENT MINUTES
I
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A.M-----P.M..

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA Ct- -,sr
State of Idaho
Case No. CR01-17-51545
~-t-~---Plaintiff,
vs.
Michael Aaron Bonner
Defendant.
above-named defendant has been ordered, as a condition of bond, to the following:
ACSO Monitoring
OR
D
Unsupervised Conditions of

a

Ada County Sheriff's Pretrial Services Unit (PSU)
Call by 9:00am next business day

cR01-11--s1545
PTRO
Pretrial Release Order
491434

(208) 577-3444
7180 Barrister, Boise ID 83704

0

Bas~ ~~~~i~~~~~;o~~tl :~~::ft~!~r~~~elease:

D

D
D

1

Ill IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Ill Ill

No new crimes
Attend all court appearances
No possession or consumption of illegal drugs; may only take medications as prescribed.
No possession or consumption of alcohol or frequenting establishments where alcohol sales are
primary source of revenue (This condition also applies if alcohol monitoring is ordered)
No violation of No Contact Order or contact with alleged victim(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Periodic reporting to the PSU as determined by Sheriffs Office Risk Assessment
Defendant must provide accurate information to the PSU
Notify PSU of any contact with Law Enforcement
Defendant must notify the PSU of any and all changes in contact information (address, phone,
employment, emergency contact information, etc.)
D Alcohol Monitoring as determined post interview by the PSU to include urinalysis (U.A.), ankle monitor
(transdermal), or portable breath test
or Court determined: D UA D Ankle Monitor D Portable Breath Test
D Ankle monitor required prior to release from custody
D Drug Monitoring via random urinalysis (UA)
D GPS D GPS installation required prior to release from custody
Other GPS Restrictions:

This Section for PSU Use Only
In-Custody: Y / N RLSD: _ _ _ _ _
IPRAI: Y / N Score: _ _ _ __
Supervision Level: A B E
HR
Char e:
Defendant is responsible for all associated costs for electronic monitoring or urinalysis fees at the time of
testing. Defendant will follow all pretrial program instructions given by PSU, unless self-monitoring. If
Defendant fails to comply with any of these terms, the PSU will promptly notify the Court of the alleged
violations.
Defendant is subject to additional testing by court order and may be taken into custody for that purpose.

The Court may revoke bond and order Defendant to return t

y

any alleged violations.

Defendant

Date

Date

000015
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Electronically Filed
12/20/2017 10:16 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Chynae Hull, Deputy Clerk

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
DANICA M. COMSTOCK, ISB #8165
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.
COMES NOW, Michael Aaron Bonner, the above-named defendant, by and through counsel, Danica
M. Comstock, Ada County Public Defender’s office, and moves this Court for its ORDER reducing bond
in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so unreasonably high that Defendant, who
is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such a bond, and for the reason that Defendant has
thereby been effectively denied his right to bail.
DATED December 20, 2017.
ANTHONY R. GEDDES
Chief Public Defender

For Danica M. Comstock
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on December 20, 2017, I electronically served a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to the Ada County Prosecutor via the iCourt Portal.

Miren Olson

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
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Electronically Filed
12/20/2017 10:16 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Chynae Hull, Deputy Clerk

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
DANICA M. COMSTOCK, ISB #8165
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF HEARING
(MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION)

vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.
TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the Ada County Prosecutor:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that Defendant will call on for hearing Motion for

Bond Reduction, which is now on file with the Court. Said hearing shall take place at 8:30 a.m. on
December 29, 2017, in the courtroom of the above-entitled court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be
heard.
DATED December 20, 2017.
ANTHONY R. GEDDES
Chief Public Defender

For Danica M. Comstock
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on December 20, 2017, I electronically served a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to the Ada County Prosecutor via the iCourt Portal.

Miren Olson

NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
CT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

6 <g- Y(R Z-5 □ In Chambers
□ Special B. Gufierre-Z-

Case Called:

)
)
Defendant.
)
)
-------------------+-')

~

CteOJ -/ 7-5/5"</5

OM,~ ~ CaoJ/i,Ola

)

f'l/iOOoel ,A. 8/)fJtJeY

Deputy

Case Number:
Judge:

~/l(A

BY

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET

STATE OF IDAHO,

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE Dl,ICT COURT

p{Ada

@
□

via.ea

PD Appointed /Private

D. lhfhskzi<

Interpreter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_,e:::

/fl/0/'I Defendant: □ Present □ Not Present ~In Custody Bond $~J~·lwLf---vvi~~V
_ _ B/F _ _ _ _BM/ _ _ __
□ Posted Bond $_ _ _ _ _ _ _;{,PTRO □ NCO □ Advised of Rights □ Waive Rights □ Waive Time
□

Motion/Stipulation for:

□

Amended Complaint Filed

□

Rule11 Plea Agreement w/ DVC Offer Sheet

□

Bond Reduction
□

□

Amended NCO Denied /Granted _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Complaint Amended by lnterlineation
□

£/

If

q 8'

Reading of Complaint Waived

Guilty Plea(s) Entered _ _ _ _ _ Accepted _ _ _ _ __

□ State ~efense □ Mutual -- Request for Continuance
IJ!lcase continued to

□

at

.'

□ Objection p{No Objection

...

pv.e. {j

0

WI

□

Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing

□

Case Bound Over to Judge _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _at _ _ _ _ _ am/pm

□

Order for §18-211 Evaluation, requested by:

□

Case Dismissed by Court after Hearing / On State's Motion

A

□

□

Hearing Held

□

Prosecutor

□

Commitment Signed

□

Defense
□

Order §18-212 Commitment

Release Defendant, This Case Only

-sp-eec/j

Woives

□

Consolidated w/_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□

Contact the Ada County Public Defender, 200 W.Front St.,# 1107, Boise, ID 83702, telephone (208) 287-7400.
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702

You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.

I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows:
Defendant:

;('Hand Delivered

□ Via Counsel

Defense Atty:

□

Hand Delivered

□

lntdept Mail

Prosecutor:

□

Hand Delivered

□

lntdept Mail

V\11~0--=-----

By: _ _
Deputy Clerk

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATED_/Z
__
1/:_7~C/,_0_7_ _ __
~
I
[REV 7-2017]
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1111111111m1wwmm1111111
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANu rv" I I · - - -

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DI RICT COURT

A

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

rn [eviael .,J-&brrer.

JudgJCJ6VJ
Case Called:

)

~Ada

□

-/4

e ., ftwffffYe~

□ Special

1~lW _,,

PTRO □ NCO □ Advised of Rights

B/F _ _ _ _ BNV _ _ __
□

Waive Rights

□

Waive Time

Motion/Stipulation for:

□

Amended Complaint Filed

□

Rule11 Plea Agreement w/ DVC Offer Sheet

□

State

□

Case continued to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _at _____am/pm for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Defense

□

Bond Reduction
□

□

In Chambers

□

□

□

□

Interpreter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Defendant: □ Present □ Not Presen~n Custody Bond$
□ Posted Bond $_ _ _ _ _ _ _

O'f/../7 2-]

@□ PD Appointed /Private D • {)j,;,sJo~

)
)
)

Defendant.

C{W/-' f 1 - 5/ S'-l<;i

Case Number:

Amended NCO Denied /Granted _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Complaint Amended by lnterlineation
□

□

Reading of Complaint Waived

Guilty Plea(s) Entered _ _ _ _ _ Accepted _ _ _ _ __

Mutual -- Request for Continuance _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Aoefendant Waives Preliminary Hearing
/4.s,ase Bound Over to Judge

□ Hearing Held

'f?a rTOf)

on
□

□

Objection

□

No Objection

~ommitment Signed

/n(1 g-

1

at

arr@

□

Order for §18-211 Evaluation, requested by:

□

Case Dismissed by Court after Hearing / On State's Motion

□

Consolidated w/_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□

Contact the Ada County Public Defender, 200 W.Front St.,# 1107, Boise, ID 83702, telephone (208) 287-7400.

Prosecutor

□

□

f.: 30

Defense
□

Order §18-212 Commitment

Release Defendant, This Case Only

ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.

I hereby certify that copies of this notice ~ere served as follows:
Defendant:

p(Hand Delivered

□ Via Counsel

Defense Atty:

□

Hand Delivered

□

lntdept Mail

Prosecutor:

□

Hand Delivered

□

lntdept Mail

f/\/\~vl
__

By: _ _
Deputy Clerk

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET

"

_ _,,

~

A

_

S1gnature.,~~~.,___:;__
__
- --~~=='-----------

DATED------.1j/~vft,._,_1_/~?
_ _ __

[REV 7-2017]
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CR01-17-51545

ORCT

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Order for Commitment
511404

By MANDI WIENSZ
DEPUTY

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Enrique Gutierrez
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 9926
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR0l-17-51545
COMMITMENT
Defendant's
Defendant's

)

___________ )
THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT, MICHAEL A~RON BO~JR, having been

brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the

_l_ day o b ~ ~ ~ • 2018,

on a charge that the defendant on or about the 17th day of December, 0 7, in the
Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crime(s) of:

ounty of

L OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE

WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (ONE FELONY CONVICTION WITHIN
FIFTEEN YEARS), FELONY, LC. § 18-8004, 8005(9), and II.

DRIVING WITHOUT

PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR (MORE THAN TWO WITHIN FIVE YEARS), LC. § 188001 (5) as follows:

COMMITMENT (BONNER) Page 1
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COUNT!
That the defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 17th day of
December 2017, in the County of Ada, State ofldaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2000
red Volkswagen Jetta, on or at Eagle Road and I-84, while under the influence of alcohol, or, in
the alternative, did drive the above-described motor vehicle at the above-described location, with
an alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: .092/.114/.112 as shown by an analysis of his
breath, while having pled guilty to a prior felony conviction of I.C. § 18-8004 or of a
substantially conforming foreign statute within the previous fifteen years.
COUNT II
That the defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 17th day of
December 201 7, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2000
red Volkswagen Jetta, upon a highway, to-wit:

Eagle Road and I-84, knowing his driver's

license was suspended in Idaho, and while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at
least two violations of LC. §18-8001 within the previous five years.
The defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as set
forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to believe that
the defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged.
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the defendant be held to answer to the District

Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, to the
charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of$
DATED this

q

7 5,{f2(2-

dayo~

,2018.

#~
COMMITMENT (BONNER) Page 2
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Electronically Filed
1/10/2018 8:35 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Chynae Hull, Deputy Clerk

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorney for Defendant
NICOLE OWENS, ISB #7679
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,
vs.
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.
TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the Ada County Prosecutor:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned requests discovery and photocopies of the following

information, evidence, and materials pursuant to ICR 16:
1)

All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor’s possession or control, or
which thereafter comes into their possession or control, which tends to negate the guilt of the
accused or tends to reduce the punishment therefore. ICR 16(a).

2)

Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, or copies
thereof, within the possession, custody, or control of the prosecution, the existence of which
is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence; and also
the substance of any relevant, oral statement made by the defendant whether before or after
arrest to a peace officer, prosecuting attorney, or the prosecution’s agent; and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury that relates to the offense charged.

3)

Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the substance of any
relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before or after arrest in response to
interrogation by any person known by the co-defendant to be a peace officer or agent of the
prosecuting attorney.

4)

Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any.

5)

All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the possession
or control of the prosecutor that are material to the defendant, intended for use by the
prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant or co-defendant.

6)

All reports or physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or experiments within
the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the existence of which is known or is
available to the prosecutor by the exercise of due diligence.

7)

A written list of the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge of relevant facts
who may be called by the state as witnesses at the trial, together with any record of prior
felony convictions of any such person which is within the knowledge of the prosecuting
attorney. Additionally, the defense requests ALL statements (written or oral, recorded, or
unrecorded) made by ALL prosecution witnesses or prospective prosecution witnesses to the
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney’s agents or to any official involved in the

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

1
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investigatory process of this case (including, but not limited to police officers, investigators,
and victim-witness coordinators).
8)

A list of all benefits offered to the alleged victim for being a “victim” of crime (including, but
not limited to financial assistance, free or reduced-cost legal representation, housing, or UVisa certification).

9)

Unredacted copies of ALL communications between the prosecution, including the
prosecuting attorney’s agents, and alleged victims offering benefits and accepting benefits
(including, but not limited to, letters, emails, and informational pamphlets).

10)

Unredacted copies of ALL documents provided to, and received from, alleged victims
relating to crime victim benefits (including, but not limited to, Crime Victims Compensation
Program applications provided to alleged victims and received by the Industrial
Commission).

11)

A written summary or report of any testimony that the State intends to introduce pursuant to
rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or hearing; including the
witness’ opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and the witnesses qualifications.

12)

All reports, logs, or memoranda made by a law enforcement official or an agent of a law
enforcement agency in connection with the investigation or prosecution of the case,
including, but not limited to ticket notes and dispatch logs.

13)

Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who may be
called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612.

14)

Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials during the
course of their investigation, including recordings made by a law enforcement
communication center.

15)

Any evidence, documents or witnesses that the State discovers or could discover with due
diligence after complying with this request.
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the within

instrument pursuant to ICR 16.
DATED January 10, 2018.
ANTHONY R. GEDDES
Chief Public Defender

For Nicole Owens
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on January 10, 2018, I electronically served a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to the Ada County Prosecutor via the iCourt Portal.

Jessica Vipperman

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

2
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Electronically Filed
1/10/2018 1:52 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Chynae Hull, Deputy Clerk

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Enrique Gutierrez
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 9926
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
) Case No. CR01-17-51545
Plaintiff,
)
) REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
vs.
)
)
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
)
)
Defendant.
)
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal

Rules, requests Discovery and inspection of the following:
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects:
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, papers,
documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are within the
possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends to introduce in
evidence at trial.

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BONNER) Page 1
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(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests:
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and copy or
photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or
experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control of
the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in evidence at the trial, or which were
prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports
relate to testimony of the witness.
(3) Defense Witnesses:
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial.
(4) Expert Witnesses:
The prosecution requests the defendant to provide a written summary or report of any
testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c)(4), including
the facts and data supporting the opinion and the witness’s qualifications.
(5) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the defendant
state in writing within ten (10) days any specific place or places at which the defendant claims to
have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and addresses of the witnesses upon
whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi.
10th day of January, 2018.
DATED this the _____
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

By: Enrique Gutierrez
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BONNER) Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
10th
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _____ day of January, 2018, I caused to be served, a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery upon the individual(s) named below in
the manner noted:
Simon James Billinge, 200 W Front Street Rm 1107 Boise ID 83702
 By iCourt eFile and Serve.

______________________________
Legal Assistant

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BONNER) Page 3
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Electronically Filed
1/11/201810:11 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Sara Markle, Deputy Clerk

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 4606
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs .
)
)
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
)
)
Defendant.
)
___________)

Case No. CR0l-17-51545
INFORMATION
Defendant's
Defendant's

JAN M. BENNETTS, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho,

who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into District
Court of the County of Ada, and states that MICHAEL AARON BONNER is accused by this
Information of the crime(s) of: I. OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (ONE FELONY CONVICTION WITHIN FIFTEEN YEARS),
FELONY,

LC.

§18-8004,

8005(9),

and

II.

DRIVING

WITHOUT

PRIVILEGES,

MISDEMEANOR (MORE THAN TWO WITHIN FIVE YEARS), LC. §18-8001(5) which
crime(s) were committed as follows:
COUNT!
That the defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 17th day of
December 2017, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2000

INFORMATION (BONNER) Page 1
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in
1-84, While
the influence
red
while under
under the
inﬂuence of
of alcohol,
on or
or at
at Eagle
Eagle Road
red Volkswagen
Volkswagen Jetta,
and I-84,
Road and
J etta, on
alcohol, or,
or, in

the
vehicle at
with
the alternative,
the above-described
above-described motor
the above-described
above-described location,
motor vehicle
at the
drive the
did drive
alternative, did
location, with
to-Wit: .092/.114/.112
his
concentration of
an
of .08
or more,
.092/.114/.112 as
an analysis
of his
an alcohol
alcohol concentration
shown by
.08 or
as shown
analysis of
more, to-wit:
by an

prior felony
breath, while
pled guilty
while having
having pled
to aa prior
conviction of
of I.C.
or of
of aa
§18-8004 or
LC. §18-8004
breath,
felony conviction
guilty to
conforming foreign
foreign statute
the previous
ﬁfteen years.
substantially
within the
years.
statute within
previous fifteen
substantially conforming
11
COUNT
COUNT II

MICHAEL AARON
AARON BONNER,
That the
17th day
the defendant,
the 17th
That
on or
or about
of
about the
BONNER, on
defendant, MICHAEL
day of
to-Wit: aa 2000
in the
December
the County
motor vehicle,
of Ada,
of Idaho,
State of
drive aa motor
December 2017,
did drive
2000
vehicle, to-wit:
Idaho, did
2017, in
County of
Ada, State

driver’s
to-Wit: Eagle
1-84, knowing
knowing his
his driver’s
red
upon aa highway,
Eagle Road
and I-84,
red Volkswagen
Volkswagen Jetta,
Road and
Jetta, upon
highway, to-wit:
in Idaho,
license
while having
been found
having pled
having been
to or
or having
of at
at
license was
found guilty
and While
pled guilty
suspended in
was suspended
Idaho, and
guilty to
guilty of

least
violations of
previous five
years.
Within the
the previous
five years.
of I.C.
least two
§18-8001 within
two Violations
LC. §18-8001
in such
All of
the statute
the form,
All
which is
against
effect of
of the
of which
is contrary
to the
force and
and against
and effect
statute in
such case
case and
form, force
contrary to

the
peace and
the State
the peace
of the
of Idaho.
State of
and dignity
Idaho.
dignity of

#M%
W
JAN M.
M. BENNETTS
BENNETTS
JAN

Ada
Prosecuting Attorney
Ada County
Attorney
County Prosecuting

2
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f~ CouNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE

Stephen Bartlett, Sheriff

Ada County Mugshot
UID

Name

01112411

BONNER MICHAEL AARON

Gender

Race

Ethnicity

White

Not of hispanic origin

Brown
rrrst Surname

Eye Color

Height

Hazel

601

DOB

First Given Name

Name Type

-

Alias
Michael
-

Primary

Mark Code

Mark Description

TAT ABDOM

Momma Tried 2 Guns

TAT FACE

Heart

TAT HEAD

Diamond

TAT LARM

Spider WEB, SKULL

TAT L FOOT

DC

TAT L HND

CASH

TAT NECK

CROSS SKULl

TAT RARM

GRIM REAPER SPIDER WEB

TAT R FOOT

Pot leaf bong

-

FAST
Type
Driver's License Number

Number

Issuer
ID

Social Security Number

Printed- 1/10/2018 1:37:34 PM

Printed by: PRSANDBE

Mugshot.rdl Last Modified: 6/7/2017

000029 Page 1 of 1

I
I

Description IBarton IJohnson 011918 Simmons
Location 11A-CRT507

Date 11119/2018 1

I
Time
01:51:37 PM
01 :51:37PM
01:51 :48 PM
01:51:49 PM
01 :52:01 PM

Note
I Speaker I
I·
I·
ISt. v. Michael BonnerCR0117-51545ArraignmentCust
I
ICounsel IOwens/ Reilly

F

01:53 :48 PM IOwens
01 :53 :50 PM ICt
01 :54:02 PM

Advises of rights, , Info served, reading waived, true name verified.
Advises of charges, penalties
Cont

IEOP-2/2/ 18 at 1:30

I
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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TIN
TIN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
OF
COURT OF
THE
AND FOR
ADA
THE STATE
IN AND
THE COUNTY
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN
STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO,
IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
v.

CR0117-51545
Case
NO. CR0117-51545
Case No.
ORDER
ORDER GOVERNING
GOVERNING
PROCEEDINGS
AND SETTING
TRIAL
SETTING TRIAL
PROCEEDINGS AND

MICHAEL
MICHAEL BONNER,
BONNER,
Defendant.
Defendant.
This
pm. for
This matter
this Court
matter came
for an
on February
2018 at
at 1:30
1:30 p.m.
an Entry
Court on
before this
came before
February 2,
Entry
2, 2018
of
were:
above-named Defendant.
the above-named
The attorneys
Defendant. The
of Plea
Plea of
of the
present were:
attorneys present
For
For the
the State:
Heather Reilly
State: Heather
Reilly
For
For Defendant:
Defendant: Nicole
Nicole Owens
Owens
Defendant
jury trial.
trial. This
This Court
not guilty
Defendant entered
of not
instructed
entered a
Court instructed
plea of
and requested
requested a
a jury
a plea
guilty and
the
Criminal
into the
the Clerk
the plea
not guilty
the minutes.
minutes. Pursuant
Clerk to
enter the
to enter
of not
Pursuant to
to Idaho
Idaho Criminal
plea of
guilty into
Rules
with the
following
12 and
the attorneys,
the State,
the following
shall comply
Defendant shall
Rules 12
and 18,
and Defendant
State, and
attorneys, the
comply with
18, the
scheduling
order:
scheduling order:
1.
jury trial
1. JURY TRIAL: The
trial of
this action
this Court
The 2-day
shall commence
of this
action shall
on
2-day jury
Court on
commence before
before this
May 14,
am. The
The attorneys
am. on
shall be
Defendant shall
at 9 a.m.
present at
at 8:30
on
and Defendant
8:30 a.m.
be present
attorneys and
14, 2018, at
the
first day
trial and
Trial shall
until 2:30
the first
am. on
run until
shall run
of trial
on any
2:30
and 8:50
8:50 a.m.
subsequent days.
days. Trial
any subsequent
day of
p.m.
pm. on
on Mondays,
trial-days
and Thursdays
Thursdays (though
(though Tuesday
Wednesdays, and
Tuesday trial-days
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Mondays, Tuesdays,
may
pm. and
to end
at 4:30
4:30 p.m.
trial-days may
to
shortened to
extended to
and Wednesday
end at
be extended
be shortened
Wednesday trial-days
may be
may be
end
judge may
Criminal Rule
12:30 p.m.).
at 12:30
Pursuant to
to Idaho
Rule 25(a)(6),
an alternate
alternatejudge
Idaho Criminal
end at
p.m.). Pursuant
may
25(a)(6), an
be
following is
judges:
trial. The
list of
the trial.
The following
potential alternate
to preside
over the
is a
of potential
alternatejudges:
preside over
assigned to
be assigned
a list

ORDER
– page
AND SETTING
TRIAL —
ORDER GOVERNING
SETTING TRIAL
GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS
of44
PROCEEDINGS AND
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Signed: 2/5/2018 02:20 PM

Hon.
Hon. Cheri
Cheri Copsey
Copsey
Hon.
Hon. G.D.
G.D. Carey
Carey
Hon.
Hon. Michael
McLaughlin
Michael McLaughlin
Hon.
Hon. Ranae
Hoff
Ranae Hoff
Hon.
Hon. Duff
Duff McKee
McKee
Hon.
Hon. Thomas
Neville
Thomas Neville

Hon.
Hon. Gerald
Gerald Schroeder
Schroeder
Hon.
Hon. Kathryn
Sticklen
Kathryn Sticklen
Hon.
Hon. Darla
Williamson
Darla Williamson
Hon.
Wilper
Hon. Ronald
Ronald J.
J. Wilper
Any Sitting District Judge

3.
this
CONFERENCE: The
The attorneys
shall appear
Defendant shall
3. PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE:
and Defendant
before this
appear before
attorneys and
pre-trial conference.
Court
11 a.m.
am. for
for aa pre-trial
The attorneys
on May 4,
at 11
conference. The
Court on
and
attorneys and
4, 2018, at

Defendant
shall be
settlement possibilities
Defendant shall
to discuss
possibilities pursuant
to Idaho
pursuant to
Idaho
prepared to
discuss settlement
be prepared
pre-trial conference
Criminal
Criminal Rule
this pre-trial
18. Failure
Failure of
Defendant to
Rule 18.
of Defendant
to appear
at this
result
conference may
appear at
may result

in
warrant being
in a
the
forfeiture of
shall serve
of bail
bail and
being issued.
Each party
on the
bench warrant
serve on
and a
issued. Each
a forfeiture
a bench
party shall
other
with this
witnesses as
would
file with
this Court,
list of
exhibits and
other party,
of exhibits
complete list
and file
and witnesses
as would
a complete
Court, a
party, and
be
Civil Procedure
prior to
the
to the
Rule of
of Civil
at least
required by
Idaho Rule
least one
one business
Procedure 16(h)
business day
be required
day prior
16(h) at
by Idaho
pre-trial conference.
pre-trial
conference.

4. DISCOVERY DEADLINE: All
All discovery
Criminal Rules
to Idaho
15 and
16
pursuant to
Idaho Criminal
Rules 15
and 16
discovery pursuant
shall
2018.
shall be
on or
or before
completed on
before March 2,
be completed
2,2018.
12 and
5.
Criminal Rule
Motions pursuant
motions
5. MOTIONS: Motions
Rule 12
dispositive motions
to Idaho
pursuant to
Idaho Criminal
and dispositive

with a
including
hearing
including motions
shall be
filed on
motions to
to dismiss
on or
or before
dismiss shall
before March 16,
a hearing
be filed
16, 2018, with

filing. Any
requested
for four
weeks after
filed within
within
six weeks
the filing.
after the
opposition is
is timely
four to
to six
requested for
timely ifif filed
Any opposition

filing of
within three
three
Any reply
filed within
motion. Any
the filing
the motion.
three business
three weeks
of the
of the
is timely
weeks of
business
timely ifif filed
reply is
filing of
days
the filing
opposition.
of the
of any
days of
any opposition.

6.
jury instructions
this
all proposed
INSTRUCTIONS: Each
shall submit
instructions to
6. JURY INSTRUCTIONS:
Each party
submit all
to this
proposed jury
party shall
pre-trial conference.
Court
for the
the pre-trial
the
sufficient for
at least
is sufficient
conference. ItIt is
Court at
least one
one business
before the
business day
day before

parties
pattern instructions
instructions by
number.
parties to
to identify
unmodified pattern
identify unmodified
by number.
with this
7. SANCTIONS: Failure
this order
its attorney
Failure to
to comply
or its
to
order may
subject a
a party
attorney to
comply with
party or
may subject

sanctions.
sanctions.

ORDER
– page
AND SETTING
TRIAL —
2 of
ORDER GOVERNING
SETTING TRIAL
GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS
of44
PROCEEDINGS AND
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8.
will not
This Court
grant continuances
not grant
CONTINUANCES: This
exists.
8. CONTINUANCES:
continuances unless
Court will
unless good
good cause
cause exists.
Depending
right to
the circumstances,
his or
her right
waive his
Depending on
Defendant may
on the
to waive
or her
to
required to
be required
circumstances, Defendant
may be
speedy
granting his
trial as
his or
her request
for a
condition of
or her
of granting
continuance.
request for
as a
a condition
a continuance.
speedy trial
IT
IT IS
ORDERED.
IS SO
SO ORDERED.
Signed: 2/5/2018 02:14 PM
DATED
DATED ______________________

________________________________
PETER
PETER G.
BARTON
G. BARTON
District
District Judge
Judge

ORDER
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TRIAL —
ORDER GOVERNING
SETTING TRIAL
GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2/5/18
I hereby
I mailed
that on
on __________________
mailed (served)
true and
and
a true
certify that
hereby certify
(served) a
I

I

correct
within instrument
instrument to:
the within
to:
of the
correct copy
copy of
ADA COUNTY
ADA
PROSECUTING
COUNTY PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY
email
email

ADA COUNTY
ADA
DEFENDER
PUBLIC DEFENDER
COUNTY PUBLIC
email
email
Christopher
D Rich
Rich
Christopher D
Clerk
District Court
the District
Clerk of
of the
Court
By
By ____________________________
Inga
Inga Johnson
Johnson
Deputy
Clerk
Court Clerk
Deputy Court

ORDER
– page
AND SETTING
TRIAL —
4 of
ORDER GOVERNING
SETTING TRIAL
GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS
of44
PROCEEDINGS AND
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Filed
Electronically Filed
2/6/2018 12:06
12:06 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Olson, Deputy Clerk
By: Maura Olson,

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Heather C. Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 5446
200 W. Front Street,
3191
Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)
(208) 287-7700
Fax: (208)
(208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net
ac ocourtdocs adawebnet

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VS.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.
TO:

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CR01-l7-51545
Case No. CR01-17-51545

NOTICE OF HEARING

Nicole Owens, Attorney of Record, you Will
will please take notice that on 23rd day
day

of February, 2018 at the hour of 1:30
be
1:30 pm of said day,
as soon thereafter as
as counsel can be
day, or as
heard, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Heather C. Reilly, will move this Honorable Court

ﬂ

ﬁling of Information Part II in the above-entitled action.
regarding the State’s filing
action.
DATED this _____day
6th day of February, 2018.
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

Wﬁw

By: Heather C.
C. Reilly
ReilV
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
NOTICE OF HEARING (BONNER) Page 11
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
6th day
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _____
served, aa
day of February, 2018 I caused to be served,
true and correct copy
copy of the foregoing Notice of Hearing upon the individual(s) named below in the
manner noted:
Nicole Owens, 200 W Front Street Rm 1107 Boise ID 83703
Cl By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first
ﬁrst class.

Cl By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

C] By informing the office

at the
ofﬁce of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at

Office
Ofﬁce of the Ada County Prosecutor.
Prosecutor.
C] By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at

attorney(s) at the facsimile number: _______________.

Cl By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel.


'——"ﬁ‘

 By iCourt eFile and Serve.
Serve.

Legal Assistant

NOTICE OF HEARING (BONNER) Page 22
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Filed
Electronically Filed
2/14/2018 9:27 AM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Markle, Deputy Clerk
By: Sara Markle,

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
NICOLE OWENS, ISB #7679
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
107
Telephone: (208)
287-7400
(208)
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)
(208) 287-7409
1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHQ

CR01-17-51545
Case No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,
vs.
VS.
MOTION TO SUPPRESS

MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Michael Aaron Bonner, the above-named Defendant, by
by and through counsel,
Nicole Owens, of the Ada County Public Defender’s office,
ofﬁce, and moves this Court pursuant to ICR
Violation of the Fourth and Fourteenth
12(b)(3)
12(b)(3) for its ORDER suppressing evidence seized in violation

Amendments of
of the United States Constitution and Article I,
of the Idaho Constitution.
17, of
1, section 17,
DATED February 13,
13, 2018.

MW 0

Nicole Owens
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on February 13,
a true and correct copy
13, 2018, I served a
copy of the within
instrument to the Ada County Prosecutor.

\MW
Jessica
Jessica Vipperman

MOTION TO SUPPRESS
SUPPRESS

11
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Filed
Electronically Filed
2/14/2018 9:27 AM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Markle, Deputy Clerk
By: Sara Markle,

ADA COUNTY
DEFENDER
PUBLIC DEFENDER
COUNTY PUBLIC
Attorneys
for Defendant
Defendant
Attorneys for
ISB #7679
NICOLE OWENS,
NICOLE
#7679
OWENS, ISB

Deputy
Public Defender
Defender
Deputy Public
200
Front Street,
1107
200 West
Suite 1107
West Front
Street, Suite
287-7400
Telephone:
287-7400
Telephone: (208)
(208)
Facsimile:
287-7409
Facsimile: (208)
(208) 287-7409

IN
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN THE
OF THE
OF
COURT OF

THE COUNTY
THE STATE
STATE OF
FOR THE
THE
AND FOR
OF IDAHO,
IN AND
OF ADA
COUNTY OF
IDAHO, IN
STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO,
IDAHO’

CR01-17-51545
Case
Case No.
No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VS'
MICHAEL AARON
MICHAEL
AARON BONNER,
BONNER,

MEMORANDUM IN
MEMORANDUM
SUPPORT OF
IN SUPPORT
OF
MOTION TO
MOTION
TO SUPPRESS
SUPPRESS

Defendant.
Defendant.
COMES
the defendant
Aaron Bonner,
Michael Aaron
through
above-named, and
COMES NOW,
defendant above-named,
and by
and through
Bonner, the
NOW, Michael
by and
Defender’s Office,
his
his attorney
following
Public Defender’s
the following
Nicole Owens,
Ada County
submits the
Office, hereby
attorney Nicole
Owens, Ada
hereby submits
County Public

Memorandum in
MOTION TO
police lacked
in Support
his MOTION
Mr. Bonner
Bonner asserts
Memorandum
of his
TO SUPPRESS.
SUPPRESS. Mr.
lacked
that police
Support of
asserts that
reasonable
that aa crime
to occur
when they
his
crime had
or was
suspicion that
had occurred
reasonable articulable
articulable suspicion
occurred or
took his
occur when
was about
about to
they took

him to
in violation
identification
the
his seizure
on the
of the
therefore his
Violation of
seizure was
identiﬁcation and
and ordered
sit on
the curb
and therefore
ordered him
curb and
to sit
was in
States’ Constitution,
Fourth
Amendment to
17 of
0f the
well as
Article I,
Idaho
the Idaho
the United
United States’
Fourth Amendment
Section 17
as well
as Article
to the
Constitution, as
1, Section

Constitution.
all evidence
his
he asks
this Court
of his
result of
Constitution. Consequently,
asks that
that this
evidence obtained
obtained as
suppress all
Court suppress
as a
a result
Consequently, he
illegal
illegal seizure.
seizure.
SUMMARY
EXPECTED FACTS
FACTS
OF EXPECTED
SUMMARY OF

“rapid rate
speed.”
Linn was
Police
traveling at
Police Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
on patrol
when he
he noticed
of speed.”
car traveling
noticed aa car
rate of
patrol when
was on
at aa “rapid
He
the speed.
use aa device
He did
he use
of the
driver.
Clock the
did not
not visually
Nor did
did he
the speed
the driver.
estimate the
device to
speed. Nor
to clock
speed of
Visually estimate

Linn followed
Police
the car
pull it
the driver
it over.
He watched
driver of
of the
Police Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
followed the
car but
did not
not pull
the car
car
over. He
watched as
but did
as the
Luke’s parking
pulled
walked up
building. He
parking lot,
his car,
into the
of his
He then
then
pulled into
and walked
the St.
Closed building.
St. Luke’s
got out
out of
up to
to aa closed
lot, got
car, and

noticed
phone as
his cell
his car.
The officer
Checking his
driver checking
cell phone
he walked
ofﬁcer also
the driver
walked back
noticed the
back toward
car. The
also noted
noted
toward his
as he
MEMORANDUM IN
MOTION TO
IN SUPPORT
MEMORANDUM
SUPPORT OF
OF MOTION
TO SUPPRESS
SUPPRESS
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contact”
“consensual contact”
that the
Linn made
Ofﬁcer Linn
on these
the car
car had
had aa temporary
made “consensual
that
Based on
these factors,
tag. Based
factors, Officer
temporary tag.

with
the driver,
Michael Bonner.
Bonner.
with the
driver, Michael
Officer
Mr. Bonner
provided one.
Linn asked
Bonner for
for identification
Mr. Bonner
Bonner provided
The
Ofﬁcer Linn
identiﬁcation and
and Mr.
one. The
asked Mr.
Officer
him to
Driving Under
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
for Driving
Officer then
on the
then ordered
Under
sit on
the curb.
ordered him
arrested for
curb. Eventually
to sit
was arrested
Eventually Mr.
the
Motion to
in
files the
Inﬂuence of
of Alcohol.
Alcohol. He
He now
Memorandum in
instant Motion
the Influence
now files
the instant
and Memorandum
Suppress and
to Suppress
Support
Linn was
Officer Linn
with Officer
and not
not consensual.
consensual.
asserting that
that the
contact with
coerced and
Support asserting
the contact
was coerced

m

ISSUE

A Crime
Whether
Crime Had
That A
Police Had
Suspicion That
Articulable Suspicion
Had Objectively
Had Occurred
Reasonable Articulable
Occurred
Whether Police
Objectively Reasonable
Mr. Bonner
Bonner Was
And Detained
Or
About To
When Mr.
Or Was
To Occur
Police?
Detained By
Seized And
Occur When
Was About
Was Seized
By Police?
ARGUMENT
ARGUMENT
The
police did
have reasonable
Mr. Bonner.
The police
Bonner.
seize and
suspicion to
and detain
detain Mr.
did not
not have
reasonable articulable
articulable suspicion
to seize
The
Amendment to
The Fourth
17 of
0f the
Article I,
Idaho
the United
United States
Constitution and
and Article
the Idaho
Fourth Amendment
to the
States Constitution
I, §§ 17
Constitution
unreasonable searches
the
right to
from unreasonable
free from
on the
seizures on
Constitution guarantees
the right
and seizures
people the
searches and
guarantees people
to be
be free
part
Amd. IV;
This guarantee
of government
government officials.
ofﬁcials. U.S.
Idaho Const.
applies
17. This
Const. Amd.
Const. Art.I,
guarantee applies
part of
US. Const.
Art.I, §§ 17.
IV; Idaho
to
Mapp v.
of the
Amendment. See
Via the
the Due
Due Process
the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Amendment.
actions via
Process Clause
Clause of
See Mapp
v. Ohio,
367
to state
state actions
Ohio, 367
U.S.
per se
se unreasonable
within aa
fall within
seizures are
Warrantless searches
unreasonable unless
unless they
643 (1961).
and seizures
are per
searches and
US. 643
they fall
(1961). Warrantless
specifically
well-delineated exception
requirement. California
warrant requirement.
the warrant
and well-delineated
established and
exception to
v.
to the
speciﬁcally established
California v.
Acevedo, 500
500
Acevedo,

U.S.
App. 1997).
129 Idaho
When aa
Idaho 861,
US. 565,
580 (1991);
State v.
v. Murphy,
863 (Ct.
1997). When
861, 863
565, 580
Murphy, 129
(Ct. App.
(1991); State

warrantless search
bears aa heavy
justify dispensing
dispensing with
with
or seizure
seizure has
warrantless
has occurred,
the State
burden to
search or
State bears
to justify
occurred, the
heavy burden
the warrant
Bower, 135
21 (Ct.
App. 2001)
requirement. State
warrant requirement.
Idaho 554,
135 Idaho
the
Welsh v.
v.
State v.
v. Bower,
(Citing Welsh
554, 21
2001) (citing
(Ct. App.
749-750 (1984);
Wisconsin,
125 Idaho
225 (1993);
129
Idaho 224,
466 U.S.
State v.
v. Curl,
State v.
v. Sailas,
US. 740,
224, 225
Wisconsin, 466
Sailas, 129
Curl, 125
740, 749-750
(1984); State
(1993); State

Idaho
App. 1996)).
Idaho 432,
925 (Ct.
432, 434,
434, 925
(Ct. App.
1996)).

In Terry
In
the United
recognized that
United States
Supreme Court
392 U.S.
that
States Supreme
Court recognized
v. Ohio,
US. 11 (1968),
Ohio, 392
Teny v.
(1968), the
“is
so-called Terry
investigative
to the
warrant requirement.
requirement. A so-called
investigative detentions
are exceptions
exceptions to
the warrant
detentions are
stop “is
Terry stop

if there
justified if
there is
the individual
individual has
or is
is
is a
suspicion that
has committed
committed or
and articulable
reasonable and
justiﬁed
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that the
a reasonable
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crime.” State
about
to commit
Holler, 136
291 (Ct.
commit aa crime.”
App. 2001).
Idaho 287,
suspicion must
136 Idaho
Such suspicion
must
about to
State v.
v. Holler,
2001). Such
287, 291
(Ct. App.

In determining
rest
Florida v.
whether
determining whether
on specific,
460 U.S.
498 (1983).
articulable facts.
rest on
facts. Florida
v. Royer,
US. 491,
speciﬁc, articulable
491, 498
Royer, 460
(1983). In
ofﬁcer’s suspicions
the officer’s
were constitutionally
look at
reviewing court
whole
the whole
the
suspicions were
the reviewing
must look
at the
court must
constitutionally reasonable,
reasonable, the
417-18 (1981).
picture. United
449 U.S.
picture.
United States
States v.
v. Cortez,
US. 411,
Cortez, 449
411, 417-18
(1981).

The quantity
information necessary
The
to establish
is less
of information
suspicion is
establish reasonable
and quality
reasonable suspicion
less
necessary to
quantity and
quality of

than
that necessary
Alabama v.
than that
establish probable
496 U.S.
probable cause.
to establish
cause. Alabama
v. White,
US. 325,
Still,
necessary to
White, 496
325, 330,
330, (1990).
(1990). Still,
reasonable
reasonable

suspicion
suspicion

requires
requires

more
more

than
than

aa

mere
mere

hunch
hunch

or
or

“inchoate
“inchoate

and
and

suspicion.” Id.
unparticularized
146 Idaho
811 (2009)
unparticularized suspicion.”
Idaho 804,
Id. at
at 329;
State v.
v. Bishop,
(emphasis added).
Bishop, 146
329; State
804, 811
added).
(2009) (emphasis

him to
his identification
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
Mr.
the moment
police took
moment police
identiﬁcation and
seized at
and ordered
sit
ordered him
took his
was seized
at the
to sit
on
Page, 140
when
140 Idaho
on the
Idaho 841,
the curb.
845 (2004)
cannot detain
detain aa citizen,
even when
curb. See
See State
State v.
v. Page,
Citizen, even
(Police cannot
841, 845
(2004) (Police
driver’s license,
the
begins consensually,
possession of
taking possession
of aa driver’s
is probable
there is
unless there
the encounter
encounter begins
probable
license, unless
consensually, by
by taking

cause.)
talk is
the person
person would
ordering an
feel
an individual
individual to
is a
seizure if the
not feel
and talk
come and
would not
to come
a seizure
Similarly, ordering
cause.) Similarly,
free
the officer
the
143 Idaho
their business.
ofﬁcer told
free to
Idaho 903
told the
business. State
903 (2006).
to go
go about
about their
State v.
v. Cardenas,
There, the
Cardenas, 143
(2006). There,
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the Court
this was
found this
and the
not aa consensual
defendant “he needed
consensual
deputy]” and
come speak
speak to
needed to
to come
to [the
Court found
was not
[the deputy]”
contact.
contact.

In
to determine
verses aa seizure
In order
if contact
is consensual
look at
determine if
seizure courts
order to
consensual verses
several
contact is
courts look
at several

121 Idaho
factors.
by aa police
police officer
individual who
is accosted
ofﬁcer
Idaho 930
who is
factors. State
State v.
V. Rawlings,
930 (1992)
accosted by
Rawlings, 121
(An individual
(1992) (An

seized”). The
and
his freedom
The United
walk away
freedom to
restrained has
and has
has his
has been
United States
Supreme Court
been seized.”).
to walk
States Supreme
Court
away restrained

outlined
be considered
if aa seizure
determining if
when determining
seizure has
outlined the
the factors
has occurred:
considered when
factors to
occurred:
to be
might indicate
Examples
the person
Examples of
of circumstances
where the
person did
indicate seizure,
did
Circumstances that
that might
even where
seizure, even
not
be the
the threatening
threatening presence
presence of
the
of several
not attempt
several officers,
would be
attempt to
to leave,
ofﬁcers, the
leave, would
display
weapon by
by an
physical touching
the person
person of
of aa weapon
an officer,
0f the
of the
touching of
the
some physical
ofﬁcer, some
display of
oﬂ‘icer’s
citizen,
language
or
tone
of
voice
indicating
that
compliance
with
the
officer’s
or the
or
the use
use of
language
tone
voice
indicating
that
compliance
with
the
citizen, or
of
of
request
request might
might be
be compelled.
compelled.

United
Mendenhall, 446
446 U.S.
100 S.
1877 (1980)
United States
States v.
v. Mendenhall,
US. 544,
S. Ct.
Ct. 1870,
(emphasis added).
544, 100
1870, 1877
added).
(1980) (emphasis

In this
Linn was
In
the contact
with Officer
this case
Ofﬁcer Linn
That is
is important
important because
not consensual.
consensual. That
contact with
case the
was not
because
police
When looking
looking at
crime had
no other
indication that
or was
police had
other indication
had no
had occurred
that aa crime
occurred or
occur. When
was about
about to
to occur.
at
the
the circumstances
that this
this was
The officer
officer was
of the
it is
is clear
clear that
the totality
not aa consensual
circumstances it
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was not
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yelling, he
Mr. Bonner
to give
Mr. Bonner
him his
Bonner to
his identification.
Bonner to
he ordered
He then
then ordered
on
identiﬁcation. He
sit on
ordered Mr.
ordered Mr.
give him
to sit
yelling,
Bonner had
the curb.
Mr. Bonner
the
with the
Nothing about
this contact
indicated Mr.
had any
Choice but
the
curb. Nothing
contact indicated
about this
but to
to comply
comply with
any choice

officers
was on
this was
on aa consensual
ofﬁcer did
ofﬁcers demands.
and because
the officer
did not
not have
consensual contact
demands. Because
have
Because this
contact and
because the
reasonable
was illegal.
illegal.
seizure was
suspicion the
the seizure
reasonable articulable
articulable suspicion
CONCLUSION
Because the contact in this case
because it was not supported by
by
case was not consensual and because
reasonable articulable suspicion the evidence must be suppressed as
tree.
as fruit of the poisonous tree.
Accordingly, Mr. Bonner respectfully requests this Court grant his motion to suppress.

ﬂ,

DATED
DATED February___,
2018.
February 14 2018.
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NICOLE OWENS, ISB #7679
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHQ

CR01-17-51545
Case No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,
Plamtlfﬁ

NOTICE OF HEARING
(Motion to Suppress)
Suppress)

vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.
TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the Ada County Prosecutor:
Prosecutor:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified
notiﬁed that Defendant will call on for hearing Motion to

ﬁle with the Court. Said hearing shall take place on April 10,
Suppress, which is now on file
10, 2018 at 3:00

M

p.m. in the courtroom of the above-entitled court, or as
be heard.
as soon thereafter as
as counsel may
may be
DATED February 14,
14, 2018.

ANTHONY R. GEDDES
Chief Public Defender

For Nicole Owens
For
Attorney for Defendant
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a true and correct copy
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FEB 2 6 2018
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Heather C. Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 5446
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

)
)

Case No. CR01-17-51545

)
)
)
)
)
)

INFORMATION PART II
Defendant's
Defendant's

)

____________________________ )
JAN M. BENNETTS, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho,
who, in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper person,
comes now before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for
the County of Ada, and given the Court to understand and to be further informed that, as PART II of
the Information on file herein, the Defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, is a persistent
violator of the law, in that the Defendant has heretofore been convicted of the following felonies.

INFORMATION PART II (BONNER) Page 1
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I.
That the said Defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 21 51 day of
August, 2015, was convicted of the crime of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS

OR OTHER INTOXICATING

SUBSTANCES (ONE FELONY CONVICTION WITHIN FIFTEEN YEARS AND/OR TWO OR
MORE CONVICTIONS WITHIN TEN YEARS), a Felony, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho
by virtue of that certain Judgment of Conviction made and entered by Honorable Judge Steven J.
Hippler in case number CR-FE-2015-0004068.
And/or;

II.
That the said Defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 1st day of April,
2013, was convicted of the crime of DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE EXCESSIVE
(SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE), a Felony, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho by
virtue of that certain Judgment of Conviction made and entered by Honorable Judge Molly J.
Huskey in case number CR-2013-1075 .
And/or;

III.
That the said Defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 24th day of
February, 2010, was convicted ofthe crime ofUNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE, a Felony, in the County of Pierce, State of Washington by virtue of that certain
Judgment of Conviction made and entered by Honorable Judge K.A. Van Doominck in case
number 10-1-00155-9.
And/or;

IV.
That the said Defendant, MICHAEL AARON BONNER, on or about the 24th day of
February, 2010, was convicted of the crimes of I. UNLAWFUL DELIVERY OF A
CONTROLLED

SUBSTANCE,

II.

UNLAWFUL

DELIVERY

OF

A

CONTROLLED

SUBSTANCE and III. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM IN THE SECOND
DEGREE, Felonies, in the County of Pierce, State of Washington by virtue ofthat certain Judgment
of Conviction made and entered by Honorable Judge K.A. Van Doominck in case number 10-100416-7.

INFORMATION PART II (BONNER) Page 2
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WHEREFORE, the said Defendant, having been convicted previously of two (2) or more
felonies, should be considered a persistent violator of the law, and should be sentenced accordingly
pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2514, upon conviction of the charge(s) contained in PART I of the
Information.

DATED this

I J1!:-ciay of February, 2018.

JAN{WBENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

INFORMATION PART II (BONNER) Page 3
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District, Ada County
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Christopher D.
By:
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JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Heather C. Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 5446
200 W. Front Street,
3191
Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)
(208) 287-7700
Fax: (208)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

Case No. CR01-17-51545

DISCOVERY RESPONSE
TO COURT

COMES NOW, Heather C.
C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of
Ada, State
with the Defendant’s Request
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State
State has
has complied With
for Discovery.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this the _____
1st day
day of March, 2018.
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

WM
U

By: Heather C.
C. Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (BONNER) Page 11
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1 st
1st
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _____ day
be served,
served, aa true
day of March, 2018 I caused to be

and correct copy
copy of the foregoing Discovery Response to Court upon the individual(s) named below
in the manner noted:
Nicole Owens, 200 W Front Street Rm 1107 Boise ID 83703
Cl By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first
ﬁrst class.

Cl By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

C] By informing the office

at the
ofﬁce of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at

Office
Ofﬁce of the Ada County Prosecutor.
Prosecutor.
C] By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at

attorney(s) at the facsimile number: _______________.
*———’w
C] By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel.


 By iCourt eFile and Serve.
Serve.

Legal Assistant
Asstistyi/

DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (BONNER) Page 22
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Electronically Filed
3/7/2018 11:26 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Sara Markle, Deputy Clerk

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

Heather C. Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State Bar No. 5446
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb .net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR01-17-51545
STATE'S RESPONSE
AND SUPPORTING BRIEF
IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION
TO SUPPRESS

COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada,
State of Idaho, and hereby objects to the Defendant's Motion to Suppress and submits the State's
Response and Supporting Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Suppress for this Honorable
Court's consideration and in response to Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Suppress.

STATE'S RESPONSE AND SUPPORTING BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS (BONNER) Page 1
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I.
STANDARD OF
REVIEW
I. STANDARD
OF REVIEW
In
In aa motion
trial court
ﬁndings must
motion to
the trial
the finder
ﬁnder of
must be
to suppress,
of fact
fact and
court acts
and such
such findings
acts as
be
as the
suppress, the
supported
by substantial
128 Idaho
P.2d 1284,
1286 (Ct.
substantial evidence.
Idaho 559,
916 P.2d
supported by
evidence. State
State v.
v. Atkinson, 128
1284, 1286
561, 916
559, 561,
(Ct.
“the power
App.
witnesses, resolve
the credibility
to assess
App. 1996).
resolve factual
factual conflicts,
power to
assess the
ofwitnesses,
conﬂicts,
credibility of
Additionally, “the
1996). Additionally,
001111.”
weigh evidence,
in the
trial court.”
hearing is
the trial
weigh
is vested
inferences at
at a
and draw
suppression hearing
factual inferences
draw factual
vested in
a suppression
evidence, and

State
143 Idaho
127 Idaho
Valdez-Molina, 127
Idaho 797,
Idaho
153 P.3d
477 (2007)
P.3d 477
State v.
v. Conant, 143
State v.
v. Valdez-Molina,
(citing State
797, 799,
799, 153
(2007) (citing
102,
P.2d 993,
897 P.2d
997 (1995)).
102, 106,
106, 897
993, 997
(1995)).

STATEMENT OF
II. STATEMENT
FACTS
II.
OF FACTS
Defendant
waived his
in the
right to
hearing in
the above
his right
entitled case
Defendant waived
to aa preliminary
on January
above entitled
case on
preliminary hearing
January 9,
9,
2018.
police reports,
the police
the following
following statement
other
statement of
of the
of facts
is based
facts is
2018. Therefore,
upon aa review
review of
based upon
Therefore, the
reports, other
materials
video recordings
in the
the
materials and
enforcement officers
recordings captured
ofﬁcers involved
involved in
and on-body
law enforcement
on-body Video
captured by
by law
investigation.
right to
with sworn
the facts
the right
The State
investigation. The
to supplement
supplement the
facts with
sworn testimony
State respectfully
reserves the
testimony
respectfully reserves
and/or
video recordings,
the admission
the hearing
hearing related
the
including on-body
of exhibits,
at the
to the
related to
and/or the
admission of
on-body Video
exhibits, including
recordings, at
Defendant’s Motion
Defendant’s
Motion to
to Suppress.
Suppress.

On
Linn
Ofﬁcer Linn
On December
at approximately
or 8:37
Boise City
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2037 hours
hours or
8:37 p.m.,
approximately 2037
2017, at
City Officer
17, 2017,
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1-84 at
was on
patrol operating
Linn was
exiting westbound
patrol car.
routine patrol
operating aa marked
on routine
marked patrol
As Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
at
car. As
westbound I-84
was
was exiting

Eagle
by aa red
high rate
Linn
rate of
of speed.
Ofﬁcer Linn
Eagle Road
he was
at a
Jetta at
red Volkswagen
Volkswagen Jetta
Road he
speed. Officer
was passed
passed by
a high
suspected that
was driving
in excess
that the
the driver
driving in
driver was
excess
suspected

of
but he
the posted
to
of the
he was
posted speed
unable to
speed limit,
was unable
limit, but

estimate
because itit caught
limit because
him off
in excess
the posted
off guard
Ofﬁcer
estimate how
much in
of the
caught him
and Officer
how much
posted speed
excess of
speed limit
guard and
Linn
was slowing
Linn was
Linn
time rather
than driving
the time
rather than
driving at
slowing down
at the
at a
constant rate
rate of
of speed.
Ofﬁcer Linn
down at
a constant
speed. Officer
followed
Linn
the Jetta
the driver
looking around.
northbound on
on Eagle
Eagle Road,
driver looking
Ofﬁcer Linn
noticed the
followed the
and noticed
around. Officer
J etta northbound
Road, and
wasn’t aa license
also
plate affixed
that there
the rear
the Jetta
There was
there wasn’t
afﬁxed to
to the
rear of
of the
noticed that
license plate
Jetta as
required. There
also noticed
was aa
as required.

temporary
window that
in the
that the
the window
the officer
not read.
The driver
tag in
ofﬁcer could
driver quickly
lanes and
switched lanes
and
could not
read. The
temporary tag
quickly switched
moved
pulled into
right turn
parking stall
into the
into aa parking
the right
The driver
the Jetta
stall aa considerable
of the
turn only
lane. The
Jetta pulled
driver of
considerable
moved into
only lane.
Luke’s Hospital
distance
from the
main entrance
that
the St.
outpatient surgery
entrance and
an outpatient
center that
Hospital main
distance away
St. Luke’s
and an
surgery center
away from

appeared
with
Linn suspected
that the
attempting to
the driver
to be
Ofﬁcer Linn
to avoid
contact with
driver was
avoid contact
appeared to
closed. Officer
suspected that
be closed.
was attempting
law
vehicle around.
Linn drove
Linn had
his vehicle
enforcement. Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
When Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
law enforcement.
past and
and turned
had
around. When
drove past
turned his
maneuvered
patrol car
that the
his patrol
the driver,
the Defendant
later identified
identiﬁed as
Defendant
he could
maneuvered his
could see
around he
car around
see that
as the
driver, later
Michael
was walking
the Jetta
walking towards
the closed
Michael Bonner,
exited the
outpatient surgery
center.
Jetta and
had exited
and was
towards the
closed outpatient
Bonner, had
surgery center.
STATE’S RESPONSE
AND SUPPORTING
BRIEF IN
IN OPPOSITION
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Linn continued
the Defendant
the surgery
Officer
watch the
enter the
Defendant as
Ofﬁcer Linn
to watch
he attempted
attempted to
to enter
center but
continued to
but was
as he
was
surgery center
into the
unable to
gain entry
the locked
to gain
unable
locked doors.
doors.
entry into

The
ultimately walked
walked away
The Defendant
ﬁom the
the
Defendant ultimately
away from

Ofﬁcer’s location
if the
Linn was
the Jetta.
the vehicle
determine if
Officer’s
unable to
vehicle was
location as
well as
Ofﬁcer Linn
to determine
Jetta. Officer
as well
as the
was unable
was
in the
Linn made
stolen
unreadable temporary
window. Therefore,
the unreadable
the rear
stolen due
to the
tag in
rear Window.
Ofﬁcer Linn
made
due to
Therefore, Officer
temporary tag

Linn asked
the Defendant
the closed
the
Defendant outside
consensual
with the
Ofﬁcer Linn
contact With
center. Officer
consensual contact
outside the
asked the
closed surgery
surgery center.

Defendant
was doing.
the Defendant
Defendant what
Defendant began
to ramble
ramble about
what he
he was
According to
to Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn,
doing. According
began to
about
Linn, the

if he
The officer
something out
Defendant if
trying
to call
call someone.
ofﬁcer asked
he had
to figure
had
out and
and trying
someone. The
ﬁgure something
asked Defendant
trying to
trying to
him and
if the
identification
the identification.
his
the officer
identiﬁcation on
identiﬁcation. Defendant
Defendant retrieved
on him
ofﬁcer could
retrieved his
and if
could see
see the
in his
it to
Linn told
Linn. Officer
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his back
the
identiﬁcation from
identification
wallet in
to Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn.
Ofﬁcer Linn
told the
pocket and
and provided
provided it
back pocket
that the
the reason
the officer
attention to
Defendant
was paying
Defendant he
Defendant
he needed
to slow
ofﬁcer was
to Defendant
and that
reason the
slow down
needed to
down and
paying attention

was due
Linn can
information and
his speeding.
the
providing the
Ofﬁcer Linn
to his
requesting NCIC
NCIC information
heard requesting
can be
and providing
speeding. Officer
was
due to
be heard
Defendant’s identifying
Within two
information within
the OBV
Defendant’s
beginning.
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of the
recording beginning.
OBV recording
two (2)
identifying information
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While
waiting, Officer
was on
parole and
Linn asked
if he
the
the Defendant
While waiting,
Defendant if
Ofﬁcer Linn
he was
on probation
probation or
or parole
and the
asked the

“DUI”. Officer
Linn observed
that he
that Defendant
for “DUI”.
Defendant
Defendant stated
Defendant seemed
he was
Ofﬁcer Linn
and
stated that
seemed nervous
nervous and
was for
observed that
began to
from the
that he
himself from
the red
driving.
he had
to distance
Jetta that
distance himself
red Jetta
had been
been driving.
began

Officer
Linn received
Ofﬁcer Linn
received

Defendant’s driving
from dispatch
that the
information from
the Defendant’s
information
were suspended.
driving privileges
privileges were
dispatch that
Upon inquiry,
suspended. Upon
inquiry,

Defendant
while speaking
with
In addition,
his license
Defendant admitted
admitted his
speaking with
license was
suspended indefinitely.
was suspended
indeﬁnitely. In
addition, while
Linn could
from
emanating from
smell aa strong
strong odor
Defendant,
Ofﬁcer Linn
of an
an alcoholic
alcoholic beverage
odor of
could smell
beverage emanating
Defendant, Officer
Defendant’s person
Defendant’s
Linn
that he
the Defendant
Defendant denying
he had
Ofﬁcer Linn
person despite
alcohol. Officer
had consumed
despite the
consumed any
denying that
any alcohol.

Driving Without
for Driving
the investigation
investigation over
placed Defendant
without Privileges
Defendant under
Privileges and
arrest for
to
and turned
turned the
over to
placed
under arrest

Officer
that Defendant
driving under
the influence
his suspicion
regarding his
Defendant was
inﬂuence of
of alcohol.
Ofﬁcer Gibson
under the
alcohol.
suspicion that
Gibson regarding
was driving
for his
his
Ultimately,
provided aa breath
was ultimately
ultimately arrested
Defendant provided
.92/.114/.112 and
breath sample
of .92/.114/.112
sample of
arrested for
and was
Ultimately, Defendant
rd
(3“)
third
) Felony
third (3
DUI offense.
offense.
Felony DUI

III.LEGAL
AUTHORITY
III.
LEGAL AUTHORITY
STANDING
STANDING
A
proceed on
A defendant
not have
motion to
standing to
to proceed
on aa motion
to suppress
defendant does
automatic standing
have automatic
evidence.
suppress evidence.
does not
Rather,
burden to
that aa search
the defendant
the threshold
which
threshold burden
to show
or seizure
defendant has
has the
search or
seizure occurred
show that
occurred which
Rather, the
infringed
in the
infringed on
his reasonable or
the area
on his
or legitimate expectation of
or property
area searched
searched or
property
of privacy in
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421 (1978).
In addition,
seized.
Rakas v.
of evidence
439 U.S.
suppression of
seized. Rakas
evidence
S.Ct. 421
v. Illinois, 439
US. 128,
99 S.Ct.
addition, suppression
128, 99
(1978). In

rights are
may
be obtained
by those
infringed. State v.
those whose
Idaho 470,
obtained only
are infringed.
138 Idaho
Whose rights
v. Worthington,
Worthington, 138
470,
only by
may be
The Fourth
Fourth Amendment
Amendment of
the United
65
of the
United States
Constitution and
App. 2002).
States Constitution
and
P.3d 211,
65 P.3d
211, (Ct.
2002). The
(Ct. App.

Article
Article I,
the Idaho
not apply
all searches
17 of
of the
to all
Constitution do
Section 17
Idaho Constitution
and seizures.
seizures. State v.
searches and
do not
v.
apply to
1, Section

A warrantless
not
warrantless search
or seizure
is not
P.2d 493
seizure is
Idaho 382,
search or
109 Idaho
493 (Ct.App.
707 P.2d
Holman, 109
(Ct.App. 1985).
1985). A
382, 707

if the
subject
Fourth Amendment
Amendment scrutiny
the defendant
not have
to Fourth
expectation of
of
defendant does
reasonable expectation
have aa reasonable
subject to
does not
scrutiny if
in the
from
the area
privacy in
or seized.
seizures are
and seizures
are excluded from
seized. Therefore,
such searches
searches and
area searched
searched or
Therefore, such
privacy

the
warrant requirement.
the warrant
requirement.

In this
this case,
In
parolee, had
previously waived
waived his
his
Defendant Bonner,
had previously
Bonner, aa parolee,
case, Defendant

1
Amendment].
rights related
the Fourth
Fourth Amendment
the Defendant
Defendant has
constitutional
. Therefore,
constitutional rights
to the
failed to
to
related to
has failed
Therefore, the

that infringed
inﬁinged on
his reasonable
establish
privacy.
standing as
on his
well as
expectation of
of privacy.
establish standing
search that
reasonable expectation
as well
as a
a search

Defendant’s Motion
Therefore,
be DENIED.
DENIED.
the Defendant’s
Motion to
to Suppress
should be
Suppress should
Therefore, the

in light
light of
the above,
the Defendant
While
While the
standing in
Defendant has
of the
of
failed to
to and
cannot establish
establish standing
out of
has failed
and cannot
above, out

an
will also
below the
in this
this case.
the lawful
the State
an abundance
of caution
caution the
State Will
lawful search
search conducted
also address
conducted in
abundance of
address below
case.
LEGAL
LEGAL ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
CONSENSUAL
ENCOUNTER
CONSENSUAL ENCOUNTER
Not all
between officers
within the
Not
all contacts
the meaning
meaning of
the
citizens involve
of the
ofﬁcers and
involve aa seizure
seizure within
contacts between
and citizens
Fourth
111 S.Ct.
Fourth Amendment.
Amendment. See
2382 (1991);
501 U.S.
S.Ct. 2382
See Florida v.
v. Bostick, 501
US. 429,
v. Ohio,
429, 111
(1991); Terry v.
392
134 Idaho
219 (2000);
Idaho 610,
392 U.S.
1868 (1968);
P.3d 219
S.Ct. 1868
US. 1,
88 S.Ct.
v. Nickel, 134
7 P.3d
v.
610, 7
1, 88
(1968); State v.
(2000); State v.
212 (1999);
Reese, 132
132 Idaho
134 Idaho
P.2d 212
Idaho 652,
Idaho 675,
P.3d 670
978 P.2d
v. Nelson, 134
670 (Ct.App.
Reese,
(Ct.App.
652, 978
675, 88 P.3d
(1999); State v.

An individual
2000);
not
individual is
is not
P.2d 578
Idaho 259,
and State v.
130 Idaho
v. Clifford,
939 P.2d
578 (Ct.App.
(Ct.App. 1997).
1997). An
259, 939
Cliﬂbrd, 130
2000); and
officer’s show
seized
his liberty
either an
is restrained
restrained by
an officer’s
of authority
or use
of physical
seized unless
unless his
show of
use of
authority or
liberty is
physical
by either
111 S.Ct
force.
1547 (1991);
force. California
499 U.S.
S.Ct 1547
v. Hodari D., 499
US. 621,
v.
Califbrnia v.
621, 111
(1991); United States v.

Reese; State v.
446 U.S.
143 Idaho
Idaho
100 S.Ct.
1870 (1980);
S.Ct. 1870
US. 544,
v. Cardenas, 143
Mendenhall, 446
544, 100
(1980); Terry; Reese;
903,
127 Idaho
App. 2006);
P.2d 752
Idaho 587,
155 P.3d
704 (Ct.
and State v.
752 (Ct.App.
P.3d 704
v. Agundis, 127
903 P.2d
(Ct.App.
903, 155
(Ct. App.
587, 903
2006); and

A consensual encounter is
it does
1995).
not aa seizure
not implicate
the Fourth
Fourth Amendment.
implicate the
Amendment.
is not
seizure and
and it
does not
1995). A
Therefore,
probable cause
justify
not need
an officer
ofﬁcer does
to establish
or probable
to justify
establish reasonable
suspicion or
reasonable suspicion
need to
does not
cause to
Therefore, an
the
D. and
the encounter.
encounter. See
and Bostick.
See Hodari D.

11

A&
B
as State’s Exhibit A
Attached as
&B
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in which
For example,
For
which officer
situations in
ofﬁcer approaches
an
encounter includes
includes situations
consensual encounter
approaches an
example, aa consensual
in aa parked
in another
him in
in mere
individual
vehicle, or
the street,
another public
individual on
on the
or in
mere
parked vehicle,
public place
and engages
place and
engages him
street, in
the person
listen. United States v.
conversation
person chooses
to listen.
conversation and
questions if the
and asks
asks questions
chooses to
v. Drayton, 536
536
111 S.Ct.
122 S.Ct.
U.S.
2382 (1991);
2105 (2002);
501 U.S.
S.Ct. 2382
S.Ct. 2105
US. 429,
US. 194,
v. Bostick, 501
429, 111
194, 122
(1991);
(2002); Florida v.

104
I.N.S. v.
469 U.S.
105 S.Ct.
466 U.S.
Florida v.
S.Ct. 308
308 (1984);
v. Delgado, 466
v. Rodriguez, 469
US. 1,
US. 210,
210, 104
1, 105
(1984); [NS

S.Ct.
Royer, 460
1319 (1983);
460 U.S.
103 S.Ct.
130
1758 (1984);
S.Ct. 1758
S.Ct. 1319
v. Royer,
US. 491,
v. Clifford,
491, 103
Cliﬂbrd, 130
(1984); Florida v.
(1983); State v.
143 Idaho
152 P.3d
Idaho
P.2d 578
16 (2007);
Idaho 259,
Idaho 655,
P.3d 16
939 P.2d
578 (Ct.App.
v. Henage, 143
(Ct.App. 1997);
259, 939
655, 152
1997); State v.
(2007);

122 Idaho
122
State v.
P.2d 1237
1237 (Ct.App.
Idaho 823,
and State v.
v. Zubizareta, 122
839 P.2d
v. Jordan, 122
(Ct.App. 1992);
823, 839
1992); and

Idaho
P.2d 38
Idaho 771,
839 P.2d
38 (Ct.App.
(Ct.App. 1992).
1992).
771, 839
himself as
Moreover,
during aa consensual
officer may
an officer
encounter an
police
consensual encounter
as a
a police
Moreover, during
identify himself
may identify

officer,
see Delgato; Mendenhall; and
see Delgato; Royer;
to see
and Terry; request
request to
identiﬁcation, see
see identification,
officer, see
individual’s person
for consent
Nickel; and
to search
an individual’s
or
consent to
person or
and Clifford;
and request
request for
search an
Mendenhall; Nickel;
Cliﬂbrd; and

property, see
see Drayton; Bostick; and
long as
the individual
not required
the
individual is
is not
to answer
required to
and Royer.
answer the
So long
as the
Royer. So
property,
the officer
his business,
questions
business, there
ignore the
there is
officer and
is free
free to
to ignore
is no
no seizure,
no
questions and
and is
and go
and no
about his
go about
seizure, and

constitutional
Royer; Mendenhall; and Terry. However,
rights are
infringed. See
an
constitutional rights
are infringed.
See Bostick; Royer;
However, an
driver’s license
officer’s request
into aa
officer’s
examine aa driver’s
to examine
encounter into
license may
convert aa consensual
request to
consensual encounter
may convert

stop/seizure.
121 Idaho
452 (1992);
P.2d 452
Idaho 491,
stop/seizure. See
826 P.2d
and State v.
See State v.
v. Godwin, 121
v. Osborne,
491, 826
(1992); and

mm.

121 Idaho
481 (Ct.App.1991),
121
P.2d 481
Idaho 520,
826 P.2d
520, 826
(Ct.App.1991), review denied.

In
Linn made
In this
with the
this case,
the Defendant
Officer Linn
Defendant
Police Officer
contact with
Boise City
consensual contact
made consensual
case, Boise
City Police

limit and
in excess
attempting to
driving the
the Jetta
the posted
after observing
after
Defendant driving
to
of the
and attempting
observing Defendant
posted speed
excess of
J etta in
speed limit
distance
with law
was unable
Linn was
from the
himself from
the Jett
enforcement. Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
contact With
distance himself
and avoid
law enforcement.
unable
avoid contact
J ett and
Defendant’s suspicious
if the
that he
the Defendant’s
the fact
driving aa
to
was due
was driving
determine if
to determine
to the
fact that
he was
behavior was
suspicious behavior
due to

stolen
vehicle or
Linn approached
for some
the Defendant
other reason.
Defendant as
Ofﬁcer Linn
stolen vehicle
or for
reason. Regardless,
some other
approached the
as
Regardless, Officer
from the
walking away
the closed
the vehicle
Defendant
was walking
Defendant was
well as
he had
driven to
to
vehicle he
had driven
business as
closed business
as well
as the
away from

that
was well
within his
that location.
The officer
his authority
the law
the
officer was
well within
to consensually
location. The
contact the
and the
law to
consensually contact
authority and
him questions
that location.
The Defendant
Defendant
Defendant and
Defendant was
What he
he is
is doing
doing at
at that
location. The
questions about
and ask
ask him
about what
was

free
walk away.
ultimately provided
provided his
The Defendant
his identification
identification
Defendant ultimately
free to
to answer
or continue
continue to
to walk
answer or
away. The
card
Within minutes
the Defendant
the curb.
the officer
instruct the
minutes of
officer did
Defendant to
to have
on the
of
and the
did instruct
have aa seat
seat on
card and
curb. Within
contacting
was on
well the
Linn learned
that the
the Defendant
for DUI
DUI as
the
contacting Defendant,
Defendant was
Ofﬁcer Linn
on parole
learned that
parole for
as well
Defendant, Officer
driver’s license
Defendant’s driver’s
fact
was suspended
that the
the Defendant’s
fact that
license was
OBV 3:20).
suspended (Linn
(Linn OBV
3:20).
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ARTICULABLE SUSPICION
REASONABLE
REASONABLE ARTICULABLE
SUSPICION
within one
fall within
Warrantless
per se,
of
Warrantless searches
seizures are
unless they
one of
and seizures
are unreasonable,
searches and
unreasonable, per
they fall
se, unless
the well-recognized
the warrant
warrant requirement.
requirement. California
the
well-recognized exceptions
Acevedo, 500
to the
exceptions to
v. Acevedo,
500 U.S.
US. 565,
Califbrnia v.
565,
111 S.Ct.
114 L.Ed.2d
114 Idaho
580,
Henderson, 114
L.Ed.2d 619,
Idaho 293,
634 (1991);
S.Ct. 1982,
v. Henderson,
1982, 1991,
1991, 114
619, 634
293,
580, 111
(1991); State v.

A stop
detention is
295,
P.2d 1057,
exception
is a
recognized exception
stop and
and investigatory
1059 (1988).
756 P.2d
a recognized
investigatory detention
1057, 1059
295, 756
(1988). A
It is
that
to
warrant requirement.
the warrant
requirement. Terry v.
to the
is required
required that
392 U.S.
1868 (1968).
S.Ct. 1868
v. Ohio, 392
US. 1,
88 S.Ct.
(1968). It
1, 88
“an investigative
‘must be
than necessary
the
longer than
detention ‘must
“an
be temporary
investigative detention
last no
no longer
to effectuate
and last
effectuate the
temporary and
necessary to

stop.’” State v.
purpose of
Danney, 153
the stop.’”
of the
Idaho 405,
153 Idaho
283 P.3d
726 (2012)
P.3d 722,
v. Danney,
purpose
722, 726
(citing State
405, 409,
409, 283
(2012) (citing
143 Idaho
152 P.3d
v.
Henage, 143
19 (2007)).
Idaho 655,
P.3d 16,
v. Henage,
655, 658,
658, 152
16, 19
(2007)).

An officer
criminal behavior
for purposes
An
person for
possible criminal
behavior
investigating possible
officer may
of investigating
detain aa person
purposes of
may detain

even
probable cause
Benefiel, 131
if there
131 Idaho
226 (1998);
there is
is no
no probable
to make
make an
an arrest.
arrest. State v.
Idaho 226
even if
cause to
v. Beneﬁel,
(1998);
121 Idaho
22 88
State v.
Idaho 930
392 U.S.
1880
S.Ct. 1868,
930 (1992)
v. Ohio, 392
US. 1,
88 S.Ct.
v. Rawlings, 121
1868, 1880
(1992) citing Terry v.
1, 22

(1968).
(1968).

The
based upon
upon the
the totality
The police
of
ofﬁcer must
must have
police officer
suspicion based
reasonable suspicion
have reasonable
totality of

that the
commit aa crime.
the person
circumstances
committed or
or is
is about
to commit
crime. Benefiel
at
person stopped
circumstances that
has committed
about to
stopped has
Beneﬁel at

229
422 U.S.
citing United States
229 citing
Brignoni-Ponce, 422
45 L.Ed.
2d
L.Ed. 2d
S.Ct. 2574,
States v.
v. Brignoni-Ponce,
US. 873,
95 S.Ct.
2574, 2580,
2580, 45
884, 95
873, 884,
607
607 (1975).
(1975).
officer’s experience
In
In reviewing
the officer’s
reviewing reasonable
experience and
suspicion and
and probable
and
reasonable suspicion
probable cause
cause the
training must
training
must be
considered. Johnson v.
S.Ct. 367
be considered.
v. United States,
333 U.S.
US. 10,
68 S.Ct.
367 (1948);
v.
States, 333
10, 68
(1948); State v.

Murphy, 129
121 Idaho
824 P.2d
129 Idaho
P.2d
P.2d 34
34 (Ct.App.
Idaho 319,
Idaho 861,
934 P.2d
v. Ramirez, 121
(Ct.App. 1997);
319, 824
861, 934
1997); State v.
In
120 Idaho
894
P.2d 347
Idaho 643,
894 (Ct.App.1991);
and State v.
818 P.2d
347 (Ct.App.
v. Wilson,
Wilson, 120
(Ct.App. 1991).
1991). In
643, 818
(Ct.App.1991); and

evaluating
probable cause
to draw
evaluating reasonable
ofﬁcers are
suspicion and
and probable
are allowed
reasonable
reasonable suspicion
allowed to
draw reasonable
cause officers
officers’
from the
information and
the available
the officers’
inferences
inferences from
inferences may
of the
reﬂective of
those inferences
available information
and those
be reflective
may be

experience
422 U.S.
training. United
enforcement training.
experience and
and law
law enforcement
2585
S.Ct. 2585
United States
States v.
v. Ortiz, 422
US. 891,
95 S.Ct.
891, 95
941 P.2d
311 (1997);
116 Idaho
(1975);
P.2d 311
Idaho 339,
Idaho 992,
130 Idaho
v. Headley, 130
v. Kysar, 116
992,
339, 941
(1975); State v.
(1997); State v.

783
134 Idaho
P.2d 859
Idaho 508,
488 (Idaho
and State
P.3d 488
783 P.2d
859 (1989);
v. Zentner, 134
5 P.3d
(Idaho Ct.App.2000);
Ct.App.2000); and
508, 5
(1989); State v.
In addition,
117 Idaho
v.
permitted to
officer is
P.2d 206
an officer
is permitted
to
Idaho 518,
206 (Ct.App.
v. Gonzales, 117
789 P.2d
addition, an
(Ct.App. 1990).
1990). In
518, 789

draw
in light
light of
from the
training. See
the facts
his experience
rational inferences
inferences from
of his
experience and
facts in
and training.
draw rational
See Arvizu; Terry;
State v.
Martinez, 129
129 Idaho
16 P.3d
App. 2000);
Idaho 273,
Idaho 426,
949 (Ct.
135 Idaho
P.3d 949
v. Rader, 135
v. Martinez,
426,
273, 16
(Ct. App.
2000); State v.
925
1125 (Ct.
P.2d 1125
App. 1996).
925 P.2d
1996).
(Ct. App.
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officer's observations,
The officer's
the stop
following the
The
general inquiries,
rise
and events
events following
stop may
give rise
inquiries, and
observations, general
may give

to
particular lines
by an
further investigation
legitimate reasons
for particular
lines of
investigation by
to legitimate
of inquiry
an officer.
officer. State
and further
reasons for
inquiry and
118 Idaho
v.
Myers, 118
P.2d 453,
at 362.
Idaho 608,
Idaho at
458 (Ct.App.1990);
135 Idaho
362.
v. Myers,
798 P.2d
613, 798
453, 458
(Ct.App.1990); Parkinson, 135
608, 613,

Linn explained
that he
As
his OBV
Defendant that
As documented
on his
Ofﬁcer Linn
explained to
to Defendant
he was
OBV recording,
documented on
was
recording, Officer
Defendant’s behavior
Then the
the officer.
the Defendant’s
speeding
when he
he passed
ofﬁcer. Then
behavior was
follows:
speeding when
suspicious as
was suspicious
as follows:
passed the

couldn’t gain
parking away
from the
attempting to
he
when he
the closed
gain
enter and
he parking
to enter
he couldn’t
and attempting
and when
business and
closed business
away from

Linn developed
from the
the Jetta
Officer Linn
entry
he walked
officer. Thereafter,
Jetta and
walked away
and officer.
probable
developed probable
Thereafter, Officer
entry he
away from
that the
that the
cause
the Defendant
driving on
the Defendant
Defendant was
Defendant
on aa suspended
license and
and suspected
suspended license
suspected that
cause that
was driving

Linn also
it clear
that he
driving under
the influence.
the Defendant
Defendant that
was driving
Ofﬁcer Linn
to the
he had
inﬂuence. Officer
clear to
under the
had
also made
made it
was
In the
that the
the Jetta
the Defendant
driving was
the context
driving under
the
concerns
was driving
was stolen.
context of
Defendant was
of driving
stolen. In
under the
concerns that
J etta the

influence
from
the Idaho
inﬂuence investigations,
an investigatory
distinguished an
Idaho Supreme
Court has
Supreme Court
has distinguished
stop from
investigations, the
investigatory stop
“the drunk
society’s greatest
that “the
the state
an
drunk driver
an arrest,
held that
driver is
is one
of society’s
greatest concerns
state has
concerns and
has a
and held
one of
and the
a
arrest, and
“Vital interest
“vital
promoting public
public safety
by reducing
in promoting
alcohol-related traffic
trafﬁc accidents
interest in
reducing alcohol-related
accidents by
safety by
by
Wheel.” State v.
the fitness
the wheel.”
ensuring
behind the
ensuring the
ﬁtness of
of drivers
drivers behind
Idaho 474,
133 Idaho
v. Ferreira, 133
988
474, 480,
480, 988

P.2d
114 Idaho
P.2d 700,
App. 1999)
P.2d 1057,
Idaho 293,
v. Henderson, 114
756 P.2d
706 (Ct.
1057,
1999) citing State v.
293, 295,
295, 756
700, 706
(Ct. App.
that the
The Court
the administration
administration of
1059
went on
following aa
field sobriety
on to
to hold
hold that
of field
tests following
Court went
1059 (1988).
sobriety tests
(1988). The

traffic
Ferreira
in F
that the
further noted
the
trafﬁc stop
The Court
is an
an investigative
investigative detention.
detention. The
of Appeals
erreira that
Court of
Appeals further
noted in
stop is
that aa driver
Fourth Amendment
Amendment requires
driving under
the
Fourth
driver is
is driving
requires only
under the
suspicion that
reasonable suspicion
only reasonable

influence
before an
perform field
F erreira, 133
field sobriety
inﬂuence before
an officer
ofﬁcer may
driver to
to perform
request aa driver
tests. See
133
See Ferreira,
sobriety tests.
may request
124 Idaho
Idaho
at 480,
P.2d at
at 706;
P.2d 1266,
1270 (Ct.
Idaho at
Idaho 601,
861 P.2d
988 P.2d
See State v.
v. Pick, 124
1266, 1270
480, 988
601, 605,
706; See
605, 861
(Ct.

App.
App. 1993).
1993).
driver's breath,
driver's slurred
In Pick,
that the
the Court
the odor
the driver's
the driver's
In
breath, the
held that
of alcohol
on the
slurred
alcohol on
Court held
odor of
Pick, the
driver's admitted
speech,
that the
the driver's
the
admitted alcohol
consumption amounted
to reasonable
alcohol consumption
amounted to
suspicion that
and the
reasonable suspicion
speech, and
the influence
the administration
administration of
field sobriety
driver
was under
driver was
inﬂuence and,
of field
under the
tests was
was
sobriety tests
thus, the
and, thus,

constitutionally
proper. Pick,
124 Idaho
in State v.
at 605,
P.2d at
at 1270.
Idaho at
1270. Additionally,
861 P.2d
constitutionally proper.
v.
Additionally, in
Pick, 124
605, 861
122 Idaho
42 (Ct.
that
the Court
Jordan, 122
App. 1992)
held that
Idaho 771,
Court similarly
839 P.2d,
similarly held
Jordan,
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Idaho Department of Correction
Agreement of Supervision

1.illB._ Laws and Conduct: I will obey all municipal, county, state and federal laws.

1

wfll cooperate with the requests of my probation/parole officer. Cooperation includes
being truthful. If I am detained by law enforcement, I will tell the officer(s) that I am on
felony supervision, and the name of my probation/parole officer. I will notify my
probation/parole officer of any such contact within 24 hours.

.d.

2.

ReoortinCI: I will report as directed by my probation/parole officer.

3.~ Residence: I will reside in a location approved by my probation/parole officer. I
will not change my approved place of residence without first obtaining permission from
my probation/parole officer.

4.J!1h_ Firearms and Weapons:

I will not purchase, carry, possess, or have control of
any firearms, chemical weapons, electronic weapons, explosives, or other weapons.
Any weapons or firearms seized may be forfeited to the Idaho Department of Correction
(I DOC) for disposal. I will not reside at any location where firearms are present.

5.~ Search: I consent to the search of my person, residence, vehicle, personal
property, and other real property or structures owned or leased by me, or for which I am
the controlling authority conducted by any agent of IDOC or a law enforcement officer. I
hereby waive my rights under .the Fourth Amendment and the Idaho constitution
concerning searches.

6.~ Employment: I will seek and maintain employment, or a program, to include a
stay at home parent, approved by my probation/parole officer, and will not change
employment or program without first obtaining permission from my supervision officer.

7~ Associations:

I will not knowingly be in the presence of or communicate with
person(s) prohibited by any !DOC agent.
.s.·Jv\'Y Travel: I will not leave the State of Idaho or the assigned district without first
obtaining permission from my probation/parole officer.
e.ff§l_ Alcohol: I will not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages in any
form, will not enter any establishment where alcohol is a primary source of income, and
will not work in an establishment ~here alcohol is the primary source of income unless
otherwise ordered by the Court/Commission or my probation/parole officer

10.~Contro.lled Substances: I will only purchase, possess or consume controlled
substances lawfully prescribed for me, and then, only in the manner prescribed. Nor will·
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I use or possess any substance my probation/parole officer forbids me from using or
possessing.
11 .1YJf. Substance Abuse Testing: I will submit to any test for alcohol or controlled
substances as requested and directed by any IDOC agent or other law enforcement
officer. A dilute or adulterated sample, or a failure to provide a sample, will be deemed a
positive test. I agree that I may be required to obtain tests at my own expense I. hereby
waive any objection to the admission of those blood, urine, or breath test results
presented in the form of a certified affidavit.

12.~

Evaluation and Program Plan: I will obtain any treatment evaluation deemed
necessary as ordered by the Court/Commission or requested by any agent of IDOC. I
will meaningfully participate in and successfully complete any treatment, counseling or
other programs deemed beneficial as directed by the Court/Commission or any agent of
!DOC. I understand I may be required to attend treatment, counseling or other
programs at my own expense.

13. ~~~sconding Su pervision:

leav~

I will not leave or attempt to
the state or the
assigned district in an effort to abscond or flee supervision. I will be available for
supervision as instructed by my probation/parole officer and will not actively avoid
supervision .

14.~

Intrastate/Interstate Violations: I waive any objection to the admission into
evidence of any probation/parole violation allegation documents submitted by the
agency or my supervising officer in another district or state at any probation/parole
violation hearing.

15.~

con~est

Extradition: I waive extradition to the State of Idaho and will not
any
effort to return to the State of Idaho. I will pay for the cost of extradition as ordered by
the court/Commission.

~Court Ordered Financial Obligations:

I will pay all costs, fees, fines and
restitution in the amount ordered by the court/Commission, in the manner designated by
the Court/Commission or my Probation/Parole Officer.
16.

17~ Cost of Su pervision: I will comply with Idaho Code 20-225 which authorizes
the IDOC to collect a cost of supervision fee . I will pay supervision fees as directed by
the department.

lQ.I_ I have read or have read to me the above agreement and have been provided
with a copy of the Idaho Response Matrix. I understand and accept these conditions of
supervision. I agree to abide by and conform to them and understand that my failure to
do so may result in the submission of a report of violation to my sentencing/paroling
authority.
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~··

Defendant Signature

Reviewed

Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Date

Witness Name (printed)

Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Date

Witness Name (printed)

I hereby certify that these records are
true and correct copies of official records
or reports, entries therein of the Idaho
Department of Correction.
Dated

·

Signature

V"'

.s/6/o~

~ 4·/ii=z?
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OA
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION
1. Supervision Level: The defeQdant'slevel of supervision, including caseload type and electronic monitoring
shall be determined by the Idaho Dept of Correction (I DOC).~

2.. Laws and Conduct: The defendant shall obey all laws, municipal, county, state and federal. The defendant
shall comply with all lawful requests of any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant shali be
·completely truthful at all times with any agent of.the !DOC. During any contact with law enforcement personnel,
the defendant. shall provide their identity, notify the law enforcemenfofficer(s) that they are under supervision and
provide the name of their supervising officer. The defendant shall notify. their supervising officer of the law
·
enforcement contact within 24 hrs.~
3. Residence: The defendant shall not change residence without first obtaining permission from an authorized
agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction.~
4. Reporting: The defendant shall report to his/h.er supe.rvising officer as directed. The defendant shall provide
truthful and accurate infonmation or documentation whenever requested ~y the Idaho Dept of Correction.~
--.5.--H:avel: Th€1 oclaMant shall-OOt.lecw.e.lbe..S.tate at Idaho or the assigned_disfricl.witb.OL!Uicst.nb.tainin,_ _ _ __ __ _
· permission from his/her supervising officer.~
6. Extradition: If the defendant does leave the State· of Idaho, with or without permission, the defendant does

hereby waive eXtradition to the State of Idaho and will not contest any effort to return the defendant to the State of
Idaho.~
·
7. Em ployment/Alternative Plan: The defendant shall seek and maintain gainful, vermable, full-time
employment. The defendant shall not accept, cause to be terminated from; or change employment without first
obtaining written permission from his/her supervising officer. In lieu of full-time employment, the defendant may
participate in full-time education, a combination of employment'and education, vocational program or other
alternative plan based on the offender's specific situation and as approved by his/her supervising officer.~
8. Alcohol: The defendant shall not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages in any form and will not
enter any establishment where alcohol is a primary source of income~
9. Cont~olled Substances: The defendant shall not use or possess any illegal drug. The defendant shall not
use or possess any paraphernalia for the purpose of ingesting any illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or
possess any controlled substances unless lawfully prescribed for him/her by a licensed physician or dentist. The
defendant shall use medications only in the mann~r prescribed by their physician or dentist.~
10. Firearms/Weapons: The defendant shall not purchase, carry, possess or have control of any firearms,
chemical weapons, electronic weapons, explosives or other dangerous weapons. Other dangerous weapons may
include, but are not limited to: knives with blades over two and one half inches in length, switch-blade knives,
brass knuckles, swords, throwing stars and other martial arts weapons. Any weapons or firearms seized will be
forfeited to IDOC for disposal. The defendant shall not reside in any location that contains firearms unless the
firearms are secured and this portion of the rule is exempted in writing by the District Manager.~
11. Search: The defendant shall consent to the search of his/her person, residence, vehicle, personal property,
and other real property or structures owned or leased by the defendant or for which the defendant is the
controlling authority conducted by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction or law enforcement officer. The
defendant waives his/her Fourth Amendment Rights concerning searches.~
12. Cost of Supervision: The defendant shall comply with Idaho Code 20-225, which authorizes the idaho Dept
of Correction to collec~ a cost o~ervision fee. The defendant shall make payments as prescribed in his/her
monthly cost of supervision bill.
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13. Associations: The defendant shall not associate with any person(s). designated by any agent of the Idaho
.
Dept of Correction.~
14. Substance Abuse Testing : The defendant shall submit to any test for alcohol or controlled substances as
requested and directed by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction or law enforcement officer. The defendant
may be required to obtain tests at their own expense. If the results of the test indicate an adulterant has been
·
used to interfere with the results, that test will be deemed to have been positive..
15. Evaluation and Program Plan: The defendant shall obtain anytreatment evaluation deemed necessary and
- as ordered by the Court or any ageht of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant shall meaningfully
·participate in and successfully complete any treatment, counseling or other programs deemed beneficial and as
directed by the Court or any agent of the Idaho Dept of CorrectiM~The defendant may be required to attend
treatment, counseling or other programs at their own expense.
16. Cooperation with Su pervision: When home, the defendant shall answer the door for the probation officer.
The defendant shall allow the probation officer to enter their residence, other real property, place of employment
and vehicle for the purpose of visitation, inspections and other supervision functions. The defendant shall not ·
possess, install or use any monitoring instrument, camera, or other surveillance device to observe or alert them to
the approach of his/her probation officer. The defendant shall not keep any vicious/dangerous dog or other ·
_.__animal on or in their
that the probation officer perceives as an impediment to accessin g the defendant or
·
their property.
17. Abscondin g Sup ervision: The defendanf will not leave or attempt to leave the state or the assigned district
in an effort to abscond or flee supervision. The defendant will make himself/herself available for supervision and
program participation as instructed by the probation officer and will not actively avoid supervision .
.
.
18. Court Ordered Financial Oblig ations: The defendant shall pay all costs, fees, fines and restitution in the
amount and manner ordered by the Court. The defendant shall make payments as ordered by the Court or as
designated in a Payment Agreement and Promissory Note to be completed with an a-gent of the Idaho Dept of
Correction and signed by the defendant. m

..ffi£_

1>

19. Confidential Informant: The defendant sh~t act as a confidential informant for law enforcement except
as allowed per Idaho Dept of Correction policy.
·
·
20, Intrastate/Interstate Violations: If allowed to transfer supervision to another district or state, the defendant
agrees to.accept any violation allegation documents purportedly submitted by the agency/officer supervising the
defendant in the receiving district or' state as admissible into evidence as credible and reliable. The defendant
waives any right to confrontthe author of such documents.~

21. Additronal Rules: The defendant agrees that other supervision rules may be imposed depending on the
district or specific field office that provides his/her supervision. At all times, these additional rules will be Imposed
only after considering the successful supervision of the defendant and the secure operation of the district or
specific field office. All additional rules will be explained to the defendant and provided to him/her, in writing, by
an agent of the Idaho. Dept of Correction.~
I have read, or have had read to me, the above agreement. I understand and accept these conditions of
supervision. I agree to abide by and conform to them and understand that my failure to do so may result in the
submission of a report of violation to my sentencing authority.

~Jn&#Z:
J!at.\j\3

Defendant Signature

AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION (3/2011)

~~\~~eby certify that these records are

Deten ~t Name Pnnted

.

q~ true and co~rect copies of official records
Wit
.
tu
or
I=Qports, entries therein
of the Idaho
ness ·8 1gna re
Dapartment
.
of Correction.

Dated

Signature/ k

JA~

4~
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Filed
Electronically Filed
3/7/2018 1:32
1:32 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Cortni Welch, Deputy Clerk

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Heather C. Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Idaho State
State Bar No. 5446
200 West Front Street,
3191
Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)
(208) 287-7700
Fax: (208)
(208) 287-7709
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net
ac ocourtdocs adawebnet

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

Case No. CR01-17-51545
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT

COMES NOW, Heather C.
C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County,
County,
State
an Addendum to Response to
State has
has submitted an
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State
Discovery.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this the ____
7th day
day of March, 2018.
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

WM
By:
ReillyU
C. Reilly
By: Heather C.
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

7th

day
copy of
day of March, 2018, aa true and correct copy

the foregoing Addendum to Discovery Response to Court was
was served to the following in the manner
noted below:
below:
Nicole Owens, 200 W Front Street Rm 1107 Boise ID 83703
Cl By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage
ﬁrst class.

postage prepaid, first
Cl By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

C] By informing the office

at the
ofﬁce of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at

Office
Ofﬁce of the Ada County Prosecutor.
Prosecutor.

Wax

Cl By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s)

number: _______________.
at the facsimile
facsi
attorney(s) at
U] By

y hand.

 By iCourt eFile & Serve.

Legal Assistant

ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (BONNER) Page 2
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Filed: 03/08/2018 13:24:01
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Johnson, Inga
1
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IDAHO, IN

4

STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO,
IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,

5

vs.
vs.

6

MICHAEL
MICHAEL BONNER,
BONNER,
Defendant,
Defendant,

7
8
9

CR0117-51545
CASE
NO. CR0117-51545
CASE NO.

NOTICE
RESETTING OF
NOTICE OF
OF RESETTING
OF
JURY
TRIAL
JURY TRIAL

You
that the
the Jury Trial, recently
notified that
to begin
begin on
on May
You are
are hereby
rescheduled to
recently rescheduled
2018,
hereby notified
15, 2018,
May 15,
is
17, 2018 at 8:30 am.
the Court
am.
is hereby
to May
Court and
and reset to
hereby vacated by
May17,
by the

10
10
11

ll

Dated:
March 8,
Dated: March
2018
8 2018

12
12

D. Rich
Rich
Christopher
Christopher D.
District Court
the District
Clerk
Clerk of
of the
Court

13
13

_______________________________
Inga Johnson,
Clerk
Inga
Johnson, Deputy
Deputy Clerk

14
14
15
15

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

16
l6
17
l7
18
l8
19
19

HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY That
That on
the
March 8,
I HEREBY
2018 I caused
on March
true and
of the
correct copy
and correct
caused a
a true
8,2018
copy of
instrument to
to:
foregoing instrument
above
to be
mailed/emailed to:
and foregoing
above and
be mailed/emailed
I

I

email
Ada County
Ada
Prosecutor, email
County Prosecutor,
email
Ada County
Public Defender,
Ada
Defender, email
County Public

20
20

D. Rich
Rich
Christopher D.
Christopher

21
21

By:
By: _____________________________
Inga
Inga Johnson
Johnson
Deputy
Clerk
Deputy Clerk

22
22
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
28

Notice
Hearing
Resetting of
Notice of
of Resetting
of Hearing
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I Description IBarton IJohnson 041018 Simmons
Date 14110/2018
Location 11A-CRT501
I
I

I
Time

I Speaker

I

Note

01:02:36 PM
01 :02:36 PM
01:02:36 PM

ISt. v. Michael Bonner CR0117-51545 Motion to Suppress Cust

01:02:36 PM Counsel

IOwens/ Reilly

03 :02:28 PM Ct

ICalls case

03 :02:31 PM Owens

Calls 1st witness, Michael Bonner, sworn, examined

03 :06:15 PM Def. ExhA lid, (video) moved, no obj . adm (1st few minutes are published)
03 :16:48 PM Reilly

Cross

03 :19:15 PM St. Exh 1

Id

03 :19:55 PM St. Exh 2

Id

03:20:26 PM St

Iboth moved, no obj, adm.

03 :25 :47 PM Owens

IRe-Direct

03 :26:54 PM

IWitness steps down

03:26:58 PM IOwens

Rests. Argues that the burden has shifted to the state

03 :33 :02 PM IReilly

IArgues against

03 :38:27 PM ICt

IQ. on specifics

03:40:36 PM ICt

IRe-watches video

03:42:27 PM

!video ends

03 :42:42 PM ICt

IRecess to consider

03:42:52 PM
03:42:52 PM ICt

IRecalls

03 :59:42 PM ICt

IFindings. Defense has met burden

04 :04:26 PM IState

Calls 1st witness, Officer Andrew Linn, sworn, examined

04 :18:00 PM

IWitness ID def.

04:22:03 PM IOwens

Cross

04 :30:31 PM ICt

IQ. witness

04 :36:17 PM IReilly

IRe-direct

000066

04:39:30 PM

I

IWitness excused

04:39:56 PM Reilly

IRests

04 :39:59 PM Owens

INo rebuttal, Closing arguments

04:46:39 PM Ct

IRecess to consider

04:46:47 PM Reilly

IClosing arguments

05 :03 :08 PM Ct

IQ. on specifics

05 :07:20 PM Ct

ITUA
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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I
I

Description IBarton IJohnson 050418 Simmons
Date 15/4/2018

I

Location 11A-CRT507

I
Time

I

10:32:16 AM

I·
I

Speaker

Note

I

I

10:32:21 AM ICounsel

ISt. v. Michael BonnerCR0117-51545Pretrial Conf.Cust
IOwens/ Reilly

10:32:55 AM ICt

INotes pending ruling on Motion to Suppress

10:33 :26 AM IOwens

IRuling is despositive. Cont?
ICont. PTC to 5/9 at 11

10:32:19 AM

10:34:25 AM ICt
10:34:42 AM

I

10:34:42 AM

I·

I·

I
Produced by FTR Gold™
www .fortherecord .com
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I
I

Description IBarton IJohnson 050918 Simmons
Location 11A-CRT504

Date 15/9/2018 1

I
Time
12:06:43 PM
12:06:43 PM
12:07:16PM
12:07:49 PM

12:07:54PM

Note
ISpeaker
I·
I·
ISt. v. Michael BonnerCR0117-51545Pretrial Conf.Cust
I
ICounsel IReilly/ Owens

F

Notes set for trial on 17th. Decision on Motion to Suppress pending.
Vacates trial, cont to 5/16/18 at 11 for review

12:09:03 PM ICounsel no obj.
12:09:16PM

I
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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Filed: 05/16/2018 08:58:28
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Johnson, Inga

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN
OF THE
OF
COURT OF
THE STATE
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
THE
FOR THE
OF IDAHO,
OF ADA
COUNTY OF
IDAHO, IN

STATE OF
STATE
OF IDAHO,
IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff»

v.
V.

CR01-2017-51545
No. CR01-2017-51545
No.

MEMORANDUM
AND ORDER
RE
MEMORANDUM AND
ORDER RE
MOTION
MOTION TO
TO SUPPRESS
SUPPRESS

MICHAEL
MICHAEL AARON
AARON BONNER,
BONNER,
Defendant.
Defendant.

On
Bonner filed
motion to
filed aa motion
Michael Bonner
Defendant Michael
to suppress
On February
evidence
suppress evidence
February 14,
2018, Defendant
14, 2018,
Bonner’s motion
police obtained
This Court
Mr. Bonner’s
motion and
on December
police
2017. This
Court has
obtained on
December 17,
has reviewed
and
reviewed Mr.
17, 2017.
State’s objection.
April 10,
this Court
the State’s
memorandum
by
memorandum and
On April
oral argument
Court heard
heard oral
and the
objection. On
argument by
2018, this
10, 2018,

Linn and
the testimonies
Mr. Bonner
Bonner and
for both
counsel
both sides
testimonies of
of Mr.
Police Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
and the
and Police
and considered
considered
counsel for
sides and

Linn’s body
(Def.’s Ex.
the seizure
EX. A).
Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn’s
recording of
of the
arrest (Def.’s
seizure and
camera video
and arrest
Video recording
body camera
A).

FINDINGS
FINDINGS OF
FACT
OF FACT
1-15
Linn was
exiting from
from westbound
On
p.m., Officer
westbound I-15
On December
Ofﬁcer Linn
2017 at
at about
December 17,
about 8:37
8:37 pm,
was exiting
17, 2017

in aa patrol
light ahead
him and
for the
the traffic
trafﬁc light
the
patrol car.
onto
onto northbound
northbound Eagle
Eagle Road
He slowed
of him
and the
Road in
car. He
ahead of
slowed for
in the
in front
front of
him. As
the turn
three or
three
by aa red
or four
four cars
turn lane
lane in
of him.
As he
he did
he was
red
did so,
cars stopped
stopped in
was passed
passed by
so, he

light and
in another
The Jetta
not slow
for the
the light
another lane.
Volkswagen
instead drove
lane. The
Volkswagen Jetta
did not
and instead
slow for
drove quickly
J etta in
J etta did
quickly
ofﬁcer’s car.
light turned
the officer’s
The traffic
trafﬁc light
the Jetta
the intersection,
past the
before the
turned green
green before
entered the
past
and
car. The
intersection, and
J etta entered

Linn’s car)
the
higher rate
than the
the Jetta
the other
other cars
on at
at aa higher
rate of
of speed
Ofﬁcer Linn’s
continued on
cars (including
J etta continued
speed than
(including Officer
car)

heading
in the
the intersection.
the same
direction at
intersection.
heading in
at the
same direction
Officer
Linn was
the Jetta.
not know
not sure
the speed
Ofﬁcer Linn
of the
of the
He concedes
he did
know then,
did not
sure of
concedes he
was not
speed of
J etta. He
then,
and
was going.
if the
limit or
it was
not know
the Jetta
the speed
know now,
going. He
He
or how
fast it
and does
how fast
exceeded the
does not
J etta exceeded
speed limit
now, if
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testified
think that
night that
turn on
that he
that night
that the
not think
the Jetta
his
to turn
on his
testiﬁed that
he did
did not
speeding sufficiently
J etta was
was speeding
sufﬁciently to
lights
lights and
trafﬁc stop
for speeding.
to make
make aa traffic
and to
stop for
speeding.
Linn thought
if the
light
Officer
would have
that the
thought that
the Jetta
the traffic
trafﬁc light
Ofﬁcer Linn
to make
make aa hard
hard brake
brake if
had to
have had
J etta would
Linn’s lane
if aa car
in front
had
front of
from Officer
not turned
the Jetta.
green or
or if
Ofﬁcer Linn’s
lane in
of the
pulled out
had not
turned green
car had
had pulled
out from
J etta.
Linn did
think that
night that
However,
was being
that night
that the
not think
the Jetta
Ofﬁcer Linn
being driven
driven recklessly
to
did not
J etta was
so as
as to
recklessly so
However, Officer

justify turning
lights and
making aa traffic
traffic stop
turning on
his lights
for reckless
driving.
on his
reckless driving.
and making
stop for
justify
Linn noticed
in the
Officer
that the
the Jetta
the back
Ofﬁcer Linn
He could
noticed that
Jetta only
had temporary
tags in
Window. He
back window.
could
temporary tags
only had

not
point, as
well as
this point,
his experience
his observations
not see
the numbers.
on his
to this
experience and
numbers. Based
and
observations to
Based on
as well
as his
see the
right
Linn decided
training,
the Jetta.
The Jetta
the far
far right
Ofﬁcer Linn
to follow
follow the
to the
lanes to
changed lanes
decided to
training, Officer
J etta. The
J etta quickly
quickly changed

parking lot,
which was
was the
of
ﬁrst opportunity
the first
hospital parking
of Eagle
Eagle Road
exited Eagle
Eagle Road
at aa hospital
to
and exited
Road and
Road at
opportunity to
lot, which
exit
exit Eagle
Eagle Road.
Road.
in aa parking
The
but some
yards from
parking lot
from the
The Jetta
lot close
the
to Eagle
Eagle Road
parked in
100 yards
Road but
some 100
close to
J etta parked

Linn believed
entrance
believed
parking lot
main hospital.
the main
The parking
lot was
Officer Linn
entrance to
to the
hospital. The
and Officer
was mostly
mostly empty,
empty, and
parking spots
there
were much
building entrance.
that were
the building
there were
other parking
much closer
to the
Ofﬁcer
entrance. Officer
available that
closer to
were other
spots available

Linn suspected
Linn
that the
the driver
the Jetta
his patrol
patrol car
tried to
to evade
driver of
of the
perhaps had
car and
and perhaps
had tried
had seen
seen his
suspected that
evade
J etta had
him by
exiting Eagle
him
by exiting
Eagle Road
Road quickly.
quickly.

Linn pulled
Officer
parking lot
into the
exit
the parking
lot to
the driver.
the driver
Ofﬁcer Linn
to watch
He observed
driver exit
driver. He
watch the
pulled into
observed the
out-patient building.
the
walk about
yards to
the car
the west
hospital out-patient
to the
of aa dark
dark hospital
building. Officer
Ofﬁcer
car and
and walk
100 yards
west side
side of
about 100

Linn suspected
Linn
was attempting
from the
that the
attempting to
himself from
the Jetta.
the driver
driver was
to distance
distance himself
suspected that
J etta.
front doors
The driver
Mr. Bonner.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner attempted
the front
the
was Mr.
The
Bonner. Mr.
driver was
attempted to
to open
of the
open the
doors of

finding them
them locked
the building
the building
the
building but,
but, finding
building closed,
building to
building
to the
locked and
and the
walked around
around the
closed, walked
Linn and
Linn further
This was
from Officer
the parked
north. This
north.
parked Jetta.
further suspected
Ofﬁcer Linn
Ofﬁcer Linn
and the
suspected
was away
J etta. Officer
away from

Linn pulled
that Mr.
him. Officer
that
patrol car
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
his patrol
the other
the
other side
Ofﬁcer Linn
to the
of the
avoiding him.
pulled his
car to
side of
was avoiding
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Linn’s body
parking lot
At about
body camera
video
parking
this time,
lot and
Mr. Bonner.
Bonner. At
Officer Linn’s
and approached
camera Video
approached Mr.
about this
time, Officer

begins.
begins.
it was
The
body camera
video shows
night. Mr.
that night.
that it
Mr. Bonner
Bonner stood
The body
dark that
camera Video
stood
shows that
was already
already dark
Linn exited
light talking
under aa street
phone. Officer
patrol car
without turning
talking into
into aa cell
his patrol
turning
Officer Linn
exited his
street light
cell phone.
under
car Without

on
without using
using his
lights and
his spotlight.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner and
the
spotlight. He
on any
He approached
at the
and Without
and at
overhead lights
approached Mr.
any overhead
“What are
Linn’s voice
doing?” Officer
Video’s
37-second mark
video’s 37-second
you doing?”
voice on
mark asked:
the video
Officer Linn’s
on the
are you
Video was
asked: “What
was

Linn’s
pick-up was
louder
was on
than normal
normal conversation
the microphone
though the
Officer Linn’s
microphone pick-up
on Officer
conversation levels,
louder than
levels, though
Linn was
body near
was speaking
his mouth
mouth and
near his
Ofﬁcer
Ofﬁcer Linn
speaking to
to someone
distance away.
and Officer
someone some
some distance
away. Officer
body
Linn’s volume
Linn’s
volume level
with aa person
person speaking
for the
the circumstances
consistent with
speaking to
to someone
level was
circumstances and
and
someone for
was consistent

for
from Mr.
Mr. Bonner.
for the
the distance
Bonner.
he stood
distance he
stood from
pick-up was
Mr.
unclearly as
was far
from Mr.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner replied,
the microphone
far from
Mr.
microphone pick-up
somewhat unclearly
as the
replied, somewhat
hospital’s working
Bonner,
was trying
working entrance
that he
ﬁnd the
the hospital.
The hospital’s
the east
he was
to find
hospital. The
entrance is
is on
on the
east
Bonner, that
trying to

side
from the
the
the buildings
the closed
building where
outpatient building
of the
buildings and
where the
distance from
and campus,
side of
some distance
closed outpatient
campus, some
girlfriend and
two
was attempting
attempting to
that he
ﬁnd and
men stood.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner explained
his girlfriend
Visit his
to find
explained that
he was
and visit
and
stood. Mr.
two men
in the
her
No evidence
this explanation.
from the
her grandparents
the
the hospital.
explanation. However,
grandparents in
hospital. No
contradicted this
evidence contradicted
However, from
in response.
Linn did
recording
understand What
what Mr.
not appear
Mr. Bonner
Bonner said
recording Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
to understand
did not
appear to
said in
response.

“I’m sorry,
Linn responded:
Officer
what?”
Ofﬁcer Linn
responded: “I’m
sorry, What?”
“What are
here?”
51-second mark,
At the
Linn asked
At
you doing
the 51-second
Ofﬁcer Linn
more pointedly:
doing here?”
are you
asked more
pointedly: “What
mark, Officer

Linn had
As
was now
walking toward
Mr. Bonner,
the distance
As Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
distance was
had been
toward Mr.
now closer
closer and
and
been walking
Bonner, the
Linn he
talk to
Mr.
up his
Mr. Bonner
Bonner held
his phone
the
held up
phone and
told Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
he was
to talk
to someone
on the
and told
someone on
was trying
trying to

phone about
which way
way to
phone
to go.
about which
go.
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“Do you
At
At the
53-second mark,
Linn asked:
you have
ID on
you?” Mr.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner
the 53-second
Ofﬁcer Linn
on you?”
have ID
asked: “Do
mark, Officer
in the
Linn followed
responded
pocket. Officer
up by
by
the affirmative
his rear
afﬁrmative and
rear pocket.
Ofﬁcer Linn
followed up
and reached
reached towards
towards his
responded in

it?” Mr.
“Can II see
asking
pulled out
wallet and
began opening
it.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner pulled
his wallet
opening it.
asking “Can
and began
out his
see it?”

At the
At
the 1:19
Mr. Bonner
Bonner handed
the officer
his license.
1:19 mark,
ofﬁcer his
license.
handed the
mark, Mr.
“Is that
ride?” Mr.
At 1:23,
Linn asked,
At
your ride?”
that your
Mr. Bonner
Bonner did
not seem
Officer Linn
to answer.
did not
answer.
seem to
1:23, Officer
asked, “Is

“Sit down.”
down.” As
At 1:24,
Linn directed
At
With his
Mr. Bonner:
Mr. Bonner
Bonner fumbled
his
Officer Linn
Bonner: “Sit
As Mr.
directed Mr.
fumbled with
1:24, Officer
“Take your
Linn followed
wallet and
pockets, Officer
up by
by directing
your hands
him: “Take
directing him:
of your
Ofﬁcer Linn
wallet
hands out
followed up
out of
and pockets,
your

“Sit down,
pockets”
please.” Mr.
Linn repeated
pockets” and
Mr. Bonner
Bonner did
his instruction
for
instruction for
Ofﬁcer Linn
and “Sit
did so.
repeated his
so. Officer
down, please.”
Mr.
pockets.
his pockets.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner to
his hands
of his
to keep
hands out
out of
keep his

At about
Linn called
At 1:44,
Linn called
At
for assistance.
the 2:00
Officer Linn
Officer Linn
called
called for
assistance. At
2:00 mark,
about the
mark, Officer
1:44, Officer
Bonner’s license.
in the
in
the details
Mr. Bonner’s
of Mr.
details of
license.
Bonner’s
A few
Linn was
A
was informed
that Mr.
Mr. Bonner’s
informed by
short minutes
minutes later,
Ofﬁcer Linn
dispatch that
few short
later, Officer
by dispatch

license
was on
parole. When
that Mr.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
Mr.
He also
on parole.
When asked,
license was
learned that
also learned
suspended. He
was suspended.
asked, Mr.
Bonner
was on
was on
parole for
Bonner admitted
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
for two
DUI convictions
admitted he
he was
on parole.
on parole
convictions
parole. Mr.
two felony
felony DUI
in writing
writing his
rights as
and
previously waived
waived in
his Fourth
Fourth Amendment
Amendment rights
condition of
of parole.
and had
had previously
parole.
as a
a condition

Linn arrested
Officer
while
Mr. Bonner,
for driving
driving While
later tested
Ofﬁcer Linn
positive for
found positive
arrested Mr.
who was
tested and
and found
was later
Bonner, who

intoxicated.
intoxicated.
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

“right of
both protect
protect the
The
The constitutions
the United
the “right
the people
of the
to
of the
United States
of Idaho
constitutions of
Idaho both
States and
and of
people to
in their
their persons,
be secure
persons, houses,
papers, and
against unreasonable
and effects,
unreasonable searches
and
searches and
secure in
be
effects, against
houses, papers,
seizures.” U.S.
The federal
seizures.”
ONST. amend.
DAHO C
ONST. art.
protection applies
art. I,
to
federal protection
applies to
CONST.
amend. IV;
CONST.
17. The
U.S. C
IV; IIDAHO
I, §§ 17.
the Due
the U.S.
state
via the
of the
Constitution. Mapp v.
actions Via
state actions
Due Process
Process clause
clause of
US. Constitution.
v. Ohio, 367
367 U.S.
US. 643,
643,

In addition,
that Idaho
the Idaho
600
grant more
more
recognized that
Idaho Supreme
Court has
Idaho may
Supreme Court
has recognized
600 (1961).
addition, the
(1961). In
may grant
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protections to
by the
than are
its people
the United
protections
to its
granted by
United States.
Idaho 469,
are granted
135 Idaho
States. State v.
people than
v. Donato, 135
469,
“similarity of
471,
that the
the “similarity
20 P.3d
of language
language and
and purpose,
P.3d 5,
does
7 (2001)
(explaining that
however, does
purpose, however,
471, 20
(2001) (explaining
5, 7
in interpreting
not
precedent in
this Court
interpreting our
not require
the United
require this
to follow
follow the
United States
Court to
Court precedent
States Supreme
Supreme Court
our

own
constitution”); State v.
10 n.6,
P.2d 856,
Idaho 5,
own constitution”);
108 Idaho
861 n.6
n.6 (1985)
v. Newman, 108
696 P.2d
(holding
n.6, 696
856, 861
(1985) (holding
5, 10
“State Courts
within the
that
their constitutions
that “State
ﬁnd Within
the provisions
at liberty
to find
of their
constitutions greater
provisions of
Courts are
are at
greater
liberty to

protection than
under the
by the
than is
the federal
the United
interpreted by
constitution as
protection
United States
is afforded
federal constitution
afforded under
States
as interpreted
Court”). The
Supreme
The Idaho
additional protections
protections
Idaho Supreme
Court has
Supreme Court
has done
and has
has provided
Supreme Court”).
provided additional
done so
so and

from
Id.
from unreasonable
unreasonable searches
and seizures.
seizures. Id.
searches and

If aa law
If
ﬁrst obtaining
the
obtaining aa warrant,
without first
enforcement officer
ofﬁcer conducts
search without
law enforcement
conducts aa search
warrant, the
“unreasonable per
if falls
search
per se
within one
the recognized
the
falls Within
of the
to the
is “unreasonable
recognized exceptions
exceptions to
unless if
one of
search is
se unless

requirement.” State v.
warrant requirement.”
146 Idaho
warrant
App. 2008)
Idaho 357,
719 (Ct.
195 P.3d
P.3d 716,
v. Martin, 146
2008)
716, 719
(Ct. App.
357, 360,
360, 195
412 U.S.
(quoting
pursuant
219 (1973)).
seized pursuant
evidence seized
v. Bustamonte, 412
US. 218,
(quoting Schneckloth v.
218, 219
Any evidence
(1973)). Any

to
under circumstances
illegal search
not recognized
the
to an
an illegal
or seizure
an exception
exception to
to the
recognized as
seizure and
circumstances not
search or
and under
as an

“fruits” of
warrant requirement,
be excluded
unlawful
from evidence,
the unlawful
warrant
must be
or suppressed,
of the
excluded from
requirement, must
as “fruits”
evidence, or
suppressed, as
action.
484 (1963).
action. Wong
Wong Sun v.
371 U.S.
v. United States,
US. 471,
States, 371
471, 484
(1963).

“A seizure
Idaho
police action
under
that not
not every
action is
is aa seizure.
recognized that
seizure under
Idaho courts
seizure. “A
courts have
have recognized
every police
the
when the
by means
the officer
the meaning
meaning of
the Fourth
Fourth Amendment
Amendment occurs
of the
ofﬁcer by
of physical
means of
force
occurs only
physical force
only when
citizen.” State v.
in some
or
way restrained
the liberty
140
or show
of authority,
restrained the
of aa citizen.”
has in
show of
some way
v. Page, 140
liberty of
authority, has

Idaho
612-13, 7
134 Idaho
Idaho 841,
Idaho 610,
103 P.3d
456 (2004)
P.3d 454,
v. Nickel, 134
7
(quoting State v.
841, 843,
454, 456
843, 103
610, 612-13,
(2004) (quoting
221-22 (2000),
P.3d
quoting Terry v.
19 n.16
n.16 (1968));
and quoting
392 U.S.
P.3d 219,
v. Idaho 392
US. 1,
219, 221-22
applying and
1, 19
(2000), applying
(1968)); State

“Fourth Amendment’s
Amendment’s
that the
the “Fourth
v.
Idaho 35,
160 Idaho
P.3d 655,
v. Pachosa, 160
368 P.3d
658 (2016)
(holding that
655, 658
35, 38,
38, 368
(2016) (holding
detentions” and
In
limited investigatory
reasonableness
requirement applies
to limited
applies to
and applying
reasonableness requirement
investigatory detentions”
test). In
applying test).
the arresting
Mr. Page
the middle
the road
Page, the
walking down
arresting officer
ofﬁcer observed
middle of
of the
Page walking
down the
road carrying
observed Mr.
carrying
Page,
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some
2 a.m.
140 Idaho
The arresting
arresting officer
at about
at 842,
at 455.
ofﬁcer approached
Idaho at
103 P.3d
some bags
P.3d at
455. The
approached
about 2
bags at
am. 140
842, 103
Page’s license
and
Id. Then
Then he
Mr. Page.
for Mr.
Mr. Page’s
140 Idaho
identiﬁcation. 140
to Mr.
he asked
or identification.
at
license or
Idaho at
and spoke
spoke to
Page. Id.
asked for

Page’s license
843,
police vehicle
vehicle to
his police
The officer
Mr. Page’s
run aa
to his
at 456.
ofﬁcer took
took Mr.
to run
license back
103 P.3d
back to
P.3d at
456. The
843, 103

check.
Id. Dispatch
warrant out
Id.
that Mr.
the officer
Mr. Page
for his
his arrest.
Dispatch told
officer that
told the
arrest. Id.
check. Id.
Page had
had aa warrant
out for
ofﬁcer’s initial
The
with Mr.
initial contact
that the
The Idaho
the officer’s
Mr. Page
contact with
Idaho Supreme
Court found
found that
Supreme Court
Page was
was
ofﬁcer’s community
consensual
Within the
the officer’s
the officer
ofﬁcer had
to
caretaker function,
and within
had reason
reason to
consensual and
as the
function, as
community caretaker

approach
was all
lights activated,
Mr. Page,
his overhead
all
Without his
to make
make sure
approach Mr.
and to
overhead lights
sure everything
activated, and
everything was
Page, without
court’s finding
“supported by
right.
right. 140
ﬁnding as
140 Idaho
district court’s
at 844,
at 457
Idaho at
457 (upholding
103 P.3d
P.3d at
as “supported
(upholding district
844, 103
by

“stop”
evidence”). The
initial contact
substantial
that this
this initial
The Supreme
not aa “stop”
substantial evidence”).
contact was
Court also
found that
Supreme Court
also found
was not
Page’s liberty
as
been restrained.
Id. However,
not been
the Supreme
Mr. Page’s
went on
on to
to agree
restrained. Id.
Court went
had not
Supreme Court
as Mr.
agree
However, the
liberty had
Page’s license
with the
when the
vehicle, aa
that when
with
the officer
Mr. Page’s
his police
the district
district court
ofﬁcer took
took Mr.
to his
license back
police vehicle,
court that
back to

“no compelling
seizure
the identification
the officer
compelling reason
identiﬁcation and
to seize
ofﬁcer had
seizure had
seize the
and
reason to
had occurred,
had “no
as the
occurred, as
check” and
conduct
warrants check”
that
determining that
Mr. Page
after determining
therefore had
no reason
to detain
detain Mr.
and therefore
had no
reason to
Page after
conduct aa warrants
In doing
he
the Supreme
not need
140 Idaho
doing so,
at 458.
he did
at 846,
Court
Idaho at
Supreme Court
103 P.3d
did not
assistance. 140
P.3d at
458. In
need assistance.
846, 103
so, the

distinguished
from aa case
that the
for aa license,
holding that
the request
for
distinguished Page from
driver is
is asked
Where aa driver
request for
asked for
case where
license, holding
aa license,
be reasonable
Id.
from aa driver
the circumstances.
Whether from
driver or
or pedestrian,
must be
under the
circumstances. Id.
reasonable under
pedestrian, must
license, whether

Linn’s Approach
Bonner’s License
A Seizure.
1.
Approach And
And Request
For Mr.
Mr. Bonner’s
Not A
1. Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn’s
License Was
Seizure.
Request For
Was Not
Linn’s suspicion
Both
Both the
that the
the State
Mr. Bonner
Bonner agree
the reasonableness
of Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn’s
State and
suspicion
and Mr.
reasonableness of
agree that

and
be analyzed
the moment
moment aa search
Mr. Bonner
Bonner argues
to be
or seizure
at the
actions have
seizure occurred.
and actions
search or
have to
occurred. Mr.
argues
analyzed at
in Page,
Linn approached
that,
under the
used in
Page, when
when Officer
the analysis
Mr. Bonner
Bonner for
for
Ofﬁcer Linn
and asked
approached and
asked Mr.
that, under
analysis used

officer’s
that he
felt compelled
identification,
by the
the officer’s
Mr. Bonner
Bonner testified
testified that
he felt
seizure occurred.
compelled by
occurred. Mr.
identification, aa seizure

position and
position
tone of
of voice
or volume
of voice.
and tone
volume of
voice or
voice.
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This
At that
Linn approached
Linn
This Court
that time
time Officer
Mr. Bonner,
Ofﬁcer Linn
Ofﬁcer Linn
Court disagrees.
approached Mr.
disagrees. At
Bonner, Officer

it was
had
the
Mr. Bonner
Bonner possibly
driving fast
not fast
fast (though
fast enough
to know
know it
enough to
had observed
was above
above the
observed Mr.
(though not
possibly driving
Linn had
Linn
speed
Mr. Bonner
Bonner driving
driving non-conservatively.
Ofﬁcer Linn
Ofﬁcer Linn
had observed
non-conservatively. Officer
speed limit).
observed Mr.
limit). Officer
in the
had
the Jetta’s
Mr. Bonner
Bonner turn
off the
the road.
tag in
turn off
He
He saw
noted aa temporary
had noted
Window. He
back window.
road. He
J etta’s back
saw Mr.
temporary tag
in aa relatively
watched Mr.
parking lot
from his
lot and
his car
Mr. Bonner
Bonner park
park in
walk away
and walk
car towards
towards aa
watched
relatively empty
empty parking
away from

Linn
closed
building. When
from Officer
Mr. Bonner
Bonner found
the door
When Mr.
he walked
Ofﬁcer Linn
found the
walked away
door locked,
closed building.
locked, he
away from
Linn needed
and
parked car.
talk with
with
from his
his parked
While Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
no reason
to approach
reason to
approach and
and talk
and away
car. While
needed no
away from
Linn had
Mr.
with Mr.
talk with
Mr. Bonner,
Mr. Bonner
Bonner to
inquire what
Mr.
Officer Linn
to inquire
What Mr.
to approach
had reason
reason to
approach and
and talk
Bonner, Officer

Bonner
Bonner was
doing.
was doing.
Linn’s request
Bonner’s identification,
As
this Court
for Mr.
Mr. Bonner’s
not find
ﬁnd aa
As to
to Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn’s
Court does
request for
identification, this
does not
driver’s
In Page,
seizure.
Page, the
that any
the Supreme
not lay
for aa driver’s
Court did
police request
seizure. In
out aa rule
Supreme Court
did not
request for
rule that
lay out
any police

license
that requesting
the Supreme
is aa seizure.
explained that
requesting aa license
license can
license is
Court explained
seizure. Rather,
Supreme Court
can be
be aa
Rather, the

if under
seizure,
unreasonably restrains
the circumstances,
the request
the liberties
the citizen.
citizen.
restrains the
liberties of
of the
under the
request unreasonably
circumstances, the
seizure, if
Page’s license,
in reviewing
taking of
140
that
Mr. Page’s
140 Idaho
the taking
of Mr.
at 844,
at 457
reviewing the
Idaho at
103 P.3d
457 (explaining,
P.3d at
license, that
(explaining, in
844, 103

“Idaho courts
in view
“Idaho
was reasonable
the intrusive
the police
Whether the
action of
of the
of
must analyze
intrusive action
police was
courts must
reasonable in
View of
analyze whether
circumstances”). Officer
Linn needed
all
all the
the surrounding
Mr. Bonner
Bonner to
surrounding circumstances”).
Ofﬁcer Linn
no reason
to approach
to
reason to
approach Mr.
needed no

him consensually.
Linn had
talk
talk to
Mr. Bonner
Bonner as
to him
Ofﬁcer Linn
encountered and
had encountered
and observed
observed Mr.
as a
a driver,
consensually. Officer
driver,

Linn reason
giving
giving Officer
Mr. Bonner
Bonner as
not aa pedestrian,
Mr.
treat Mr.
though Mr.
Ofﬁcer Linn
to treat
reason to
even though
as a
a driver,
pedestrian, even
driver, not
Linn reached
In Godwin, the
Bonner
by the
time Officer
his vehicle
the time
Mr. Bonner.
the
Bonner had
Bonner. In
exited his
Ofﬁcer Linn
vehicle by
had exited
reached Mr.

“a police
ofﬁcer’s brief
that “a
Idaho
brief detention
detention of
held that
of aa driver
driver to
to run
Idaho Supreme
Court held
police officer’s
check
Supreme Court
run aa status
status check
driver’s license,
making aa valid,
with the
the driver’s
on
valid, lawful
the driver,
for
after making
on the
is reasonable
contact with
lawful contact
reasonable for
license, after
driver, is
amendment”). State v.
121 Idaho
purposes of
the fourth
fourth amendment”).
of the
P.2d 452,
Idaho 491,
456
826 P.2d
purposes
v. Godwin, 121
491, 495,
452, 456
495, 826

“policy differences
that there
(1992);
Page, 140
140 Idaho
there are
at 845,
at 458
differences
Idaho at
103 P.3d
458 (explaining
are “policy
P.3d at
see Page,
(explaining that
845, 103
(1992); see
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driver’s license
between taking
taking aa driver’s
taking any
from the
form of
the operator
of an
an automobile,
of
license from
operator of
and taking
between
automobile, and
any form
pedestrian” and
“equally compelling
identification
from aa pedestrian”
that no
identification from
compelling policy
no “equally
or statutory
and that
authority
statutory authority
policy or
pedestrian”).
in the
can
be cited
from aa pedestrian”).
the case
seizing aa license
of seizing
license from
cited in
can be
case of

Linn made
in aa tone
Officer
volume appropriate
initial requests
his initial
for the
the
Ofﬁcer Linn
tone and
at aa volume
appropriate for
and at
requests in
made his

setting.
intimidating behavior
lights on.
not have
his lights
There is
Officer
setting. He
is no
no evidence
of intimidating
He did
behavior by
did not
on. There
have his
evidence of
by Officer
Bonner’s
Linn when
in the
in which
Linn
when he
which he
Mr. Bonner,
the manner
manner in
for Mr.
Mr. Bonner’s
he approached
or in
he asked
approached Mr.
asked for
Bonner, or

Linn speaking
in aa loud
identification.
bodycam recorded
voice, this
this was
the bodycam
identification. While
While the
Officer Linn
speaking in
loud voice,
recorded Officer
was

appropriate
unduly loud
This
for the
the distance
not have
Mr. Bonner.
Bonner. This
appropriate for
heard by
distance and
and would
have been
been unduly
loud as
would not
as heard
by Mr.
Bonner’s words
is
by the
words
that when
the observation
Mr. Bonner
Bonner responded,
Mr. Bonner’s
further evidenced
is further
when Mr.
observation that
evidenced by
responded, Mr.

are
bodycam and
the bodycam
the officer,
the event
experiencing the
hard to
to understand
on the
understand on
event
are hard
and the
ofﬁcer, experiencing

“I’m sorry,
Bonner’s
Linn did
contemporaneously,
what?” Officer
not take
Mr. Bonner’s
Ofﬁcer Linn
take Mr.
did not
answered, “I’m
contemporaneously, answered,
sorry, What?”
Linn remained
identification
back to
the patrol
Mr. Bonner
Bonner and
identification back
patrol car.
standing near
to the
Ofﬁcer Linn
remained standing
near Mr.
and
car. Officer

Linn’s request
accessible
when he
for aa license,
after aa lawful
Officer Linn’s
he called
dispatch. Officer
called dispatch.
request for
lawful approach,
accessible when
license, after
approach,

was lawful
not aa seizure.
140 Idaho
at 458
at 845,
Idaho at
seizure. See
103 P.3d
458
lawful and
and reasonable
and not
reasonable and
P.3d at
See Page,
was
Page, 140
845, 103
(listing
(listing cases).
cases).

Linn Asking
A Seizure
2.
Asking Mr.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner To
Sit On
The Curb
And The
The Seizure
2. Officer
Ofﬁcer Linn
To Sit
On The
Seizure And
Seizure
Was A
Curb Was
That
A
A
Was
A
Reasonable
Articulable
Suspicion
That
A
Crime
Had
Had
Not Supported
Articulable
Crime
Reasonable
Suspicion
Was Not
Supported By
By
Occurred
Or Was
To Occur.
About To
Was About
Occurred Or
Occur.
Linn seized
Linn asked
Both
Both parties
that Officer
Mr. Bonner
Bonner when
Officer Linn
Officer Linn
parties agree
when Officer
seized Mr.
agree that
asked him,
as
him, as

video, to
whether this
seen
1:24 of
this seizure
sit on
the curb.
The question
the Video,
at about
of the
to sit
on the
is Whether
question is
seizure was
seen at
about 1:24
curb. The
was
lawful.
the Idaho
When discussing
investigative seizures,
explained:
Idaho Supreme
Court has
discussing investigative
Supreme Court
has explained:
lawful. When
seizures, the
Seizures
be based
based on
be
must typically
on probable
to be
Seizures must
probable cause
cause to
typically be
limited investigatory
reasonable.
detentions require
require less
reasonable. However,
less
investigatory detentions
However, limited
than probable
Limited investigatory
than
to be
probable cause
reasonable. Limited
cause to
be reasonable.
investigatory
“justiﬁed by
officer’s reasonable
detentions
detentions are
an officer’s
articulable
are “justified
reasonable articulable
by an
that aa person
suspicion
or is
is about
to commit,
person has
suspicion that
has committed,
about to
committed, or
commit, aa
crime.” To
crime.”
reasonable
articulable
Whether such
determine whether
To determine
articulable
such reasonable
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suspicion
the totality
the
examine the
must examine
of the
suspicion existed,
courts must
existed, courts
totality of
circumstances
which were
were known
before the
the
the officer
to the
ofﬁcer before
known to
circumstances which
detention
detention occurred.
occurred.
146 Idaho
at 659
at 39,
Idaho at
Idaho 804,
160 Idaho
and applying
P.3d at
659 (quoting
368 P.3d
v. Bishop, 146
Pachosa, 160
(quoting and
applying State v.
804,
39, 368

811,
this Court
1210 (2008),
limited investigatory
The question
for this
to aa limited
question for
Court
203 P.3d
P.3d 1203,
investigatory seizure).
seizure). The
1203, 1210
811, 203
(2008), to
Linn had
Linn directed
then
then is
time Officer
Mr. Bonner
Bonner to
sit on
the curb,
the time
Whether at
to sit
on the
Ofﬁcer Linn
is whether
at the
Ofﬁcer Linn
directed Mr.
had
curb, Officer
crime.”
“reasonable articulable
aa “reasonable
that aa person
or is
is about
to commit,
articulable suspicion
person has
suspicion that
has committed,
about to
committed, or
commit, aa crime.”

Linn did
Id.
This Court
Mr. Officer
140 Idaho
Officer Linn
ﬁnds Mr.
at 458
not. See
at 846,
Court finds
Idaho at
Id. This
458 (finding
did not.
103 P.3d
P.3d at
See 140
(ﬁnding
846, 103

that
that officer
that Page
determining that
not have
Mr. Page
not need
after determining
officer did
to detain
detain Mr.
did not
reason to
Page after
Page did
did not
have reason
need
assistance).
assistance).
Linn knew
At the
At
been driving.
that Mr.
time of
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
the time
the contact,
driving.
Ofﬁcer Linn
knew that
of the
had been
contact, Officer
Linn also
if
However,
that Mr.
from him.
him. Indeed,
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
not running
running away
Ofﬁcer Linn
knew that
also knew
was not
However, Officer
Indeed, if
away from

it is
Mr.
not
the emergency
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
the correct
hospital entrance
is not
entrance and
driven to
to the
entered the
correct hospital
and entered
had driven
emergency room,
room, it
night between
clear
that any
that night
Mr. Bonner
Bonner and
Ofﬁcer
conversation would
clear that
and Officer
have occurred
occurred that
would have
between Mr.
any conversation

in aa way
Linn. After
After leaving
Linn.
that indicated
the locked
Mr. Bonner
Bonner did
not act
building entrance,
leaving the
indicated
locked building
did not
act in
entrance, Mr.
way that
in aa well-lit
talking on
aa crime
was standing
well-lit area
his
crime had
standing in
or was
to occur.
He was
on his
had occurred
occurred or
area talking
about to
occur. He
was about

ofﬁcer’s appearance,
In response
phone, when
the officer
the officer’s
Mr. Bonner
Bonner did
not
when the
ofﬁcer approached.
to the
did not
response to
approached. In
appearance, Mr.
phone,

run
was asked
for his
his identification,
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
he
or evade.
When Mr.
questions and
and was
run or
asked for
asked questions
identiﬁcation, he
was asked
evade. When
complied
explained himself.
himself.
complied and
and explained
Linn conceded
As
whether Mr.
been
trafﬁc issues,
not know
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
As to
to traffic
Ofﬁcer Linn
he did
know Whether
did not
had been
conceded he
issues, Officer
Linn’s testimony
Mr. Bonner
Bonner
speeding,
was consistent
with Mr.
While Officer
Officer Linn’s
Violation of
of law.
consistent with
law. While
testimony was
speeding, aa violation
Linn did
that Mr.
driving non-conservatively,
not articulate
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
driving
Officer Linn
articulate that
driven
did not
had driven
non-conservatively, Officer
Linn did
lights when
not turn
his lights
Mr.
recklessly,
violation of
of law.
Ofﬁcer Linn
turn on
on his
when he
he approached
did not
law. Officer
approached Mr.
recklessly, aa Violation
Linn conceded
making aa traffic
trafﬁc stop.
not making
Bonner,
he was
Ofﬁcer Linn
and Officer
stop.
conceded he
was not
Bonner, and
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As
Linn did
that
not have
As to
to aa stolen
stolen vehicle,
Ofﬁcer Linn
articulable suspicion
suspicion that
did not
reasonable articulable
have aa reasonable
vehicle, Officer
Mr.
vehicle. See
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
the Jetta
driving aa stolen
stolen the
or was
stolen vehicle.
160
had stolen
J etta or
was knowingly
See Pachosa, 160
knowingly driving
in aa publicly
Idaho
parked the
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
the Jetta
at 659.
at 39,
Visible
Idaho at
had parked
P.3d at
659. Mr.
J etta in
368 P.3d
accessible, visible
publicly accessible,
39, 368

location.
visible from,
with
parking spot
main road
The parking
Eagle Roade,
location. The
spot was
and clearly
road with
close to,
was close
from, Eagle
clearly Visible
Roade, aa main
to, and
lots
multiple buildings,
Mr. Bonner
Bonner could
The hospital
having multiple
trafﬁc. The
hospital campus
lots of
of traffic.
have easily
could have
campus having
buildings, Mr.
easily
in aa less
it behind
parked it
building in
by
the officer
further eluded
He could
ofﬁcer by
behind aa building
location. He
Visible location.
parked
have further
less visible
could have
eluded the

behind the
driving
requiring the
driving through
through the
the access
the officer
the hospital
officer to
hospital or
to chase
or otherwise
otherwise requiring
chase
roads behind
access roads
him.
him. Mr.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner did
not.
did not.
in the
Linn testified
The
back window.
that he
The Jetta
the Jetta’s
Ofﬁcer Linn
testiﬁed that
he
had temporary
tags in
window. Officer
J etta had
J etta’s back
temporary tags

was not
that the
information that
not close
the numbers
the tags
the
letters on
to see
or letters
on the
no information
numbers or
enough to
tags and
and had
had no
close enough
was
see the
temporary
were incorrect
improper.
incorrect or
or improper.
tags were
temporary tags

At the
Linn knew
At
that Mr.
that Mr.
Mr.
the moment
moment he
Mr. Bonner
Bonner sit
sit on
the curb,
Officer Linn
knew that
he demanded
on the
demanded that
curb, Officer
In
Bonner
was not
from him.
him. In
Bonner was
his questions
not running
running away
standing still,
responding to
to his
questions and
and was
was standing
still, responding
away from

Linn knew
him to
addition
that led
Mr. Bonner
Bonner and
the facts
Officer Linn
knew that
to follow
follow Mr.
to approach
addition to
to the
facts Officer
led him
and to
approach him,
him,
in aa lit
lit area.
Linn knew
Linn also
Officer
was standing
that when
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
standing in
Ofﬁcer Linn
knew Mr.
Ofﬁcer Linn
knew that
when he
he
also knew
area. Officer

asked
Mr. Bonner
Bonner questions
for his
his identification,
Mr. Bonner
Bonner responded,
explained
questions and
and asked
asked Mr.
asked for
identification, Mr.
responded, explained
himself,
why he
the
his license.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner provided
explanation of
an explanation
of Why
he was
at the
license. Mr.
and handed
handed over
provided an
over his
was at
himself, and
in trying
right building.
hospital
his mistake
the right
not
hospital complex
mistake in
complex and
to get
get to
to the
building. These
actions do
These actions
and his
do not
trying to

support
of aa stolen
stolen vehicle.
support aa reasonable
suspicion of
vehicle.
reasonable suspicion
This Court
This
whereby odd
unusual behavior
justifies aa search
to adopt
test whereby
or unusual
or
Court declines
behavior justiﬁes
declines to
search or
adopt aa test
odd or

“must
in Page,
the rulings
seizure.
would be
be contrary
Page, Bishop, and
There “must
test would
to the
rulings in
seizure. Such
and Pachosa.
Such aa test
Pachosa. There
contrary to
citizen
the officer
the detention
also
be some
warranted concern
by the
justify the
detention of
genuine and
ofﬁcer to
to justify
of aa citizen
concern by
and warranted
also be
some genuine

ofﬁcer’s curiosity
criminal activity.
not simply
the officer’s
and
or an
an unsubstantiated
of criminal
unsubstantiated suspicion
suspicion of
and not
curiosity or
activity. Page,
simply the
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140
140 Idaho
For example,
Mr. Page
walking down
the middle
the road
at 844,
at 457.
middle of
of the
Idaho at
103 P.3d
Page walking
P.3d at
457. For
road
down the
example, Mr.
844, 103
Page’s
It was
2 a.m.
carrying
was odd
Id. It
not was
not aa basis
for Mr.
Mr. Page’s
at about
and unusual.
unusual. Id.
basis for
about 2
was not
was not
bags at
am. was
odd and
carrying bags

in Wong
seizure.
Id. As
the U.S.
As the
explained in
at 484,
Court explained
seizure. Id.
Supreme Court
Wong Sun,
371 U.S.
courts should
should
US. Supreme
US. at
Sun, 371
484, courts

“a vague
avoid
whereby “a
be transformed
probable cause
into probable
for
transformed into
an analysis
suspicion could
avoid an
could be
cause for
vague suspicion
analysis whereby
conduct.”
arrest
by reason
arrest by
of ambiguous
reason of
ambiguous conduct.”

Bonner’s Terms
3.
An Ineffective
The Officer
Did Not
Not
Mr. Bonner’s
Parole Are
Are An
Terms Of
Ineffective Waiver
Ofﬁcer Did
Of Parole
Waiver Where
Where The
3. Mr.
Know
At The
Them At
Time Of
The Time
The Seizure.
Know Of
Of Them
Of The
Seizure.

The
waived his
when he
rights against
that Mr.
The State
Mr. Bonner
Bonner waived
his constitutional
constitutional rights
against seizure
he
seizure when
State argues
argues that
agreed
parole. This
This Court
the conditions
his parole.
the waiver
the present
ineffective to
to the
conditions of
of his
ﬁnds the
to the
present case.
Court finds
waiver ineffective
agreed to
case.
Linn did
waived his
Officer
rights
that Mr.
not know
Mr. Bonner
Bonner had
his Fourth
Fourth Amendment
Amendment rights
Ofﬁcer Linn
know that
did not
had had
had waived

and
believe that
probation when
that the
not know
the Mr.
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
know or
or reasonably
on parole
or probation
when
parole or
and did
did not
was on
reasonably believe
Linn ordered
in part
Officer
part to
Mr. Bonner
Bonner to
sit on
the curb.
Ofﬁcer Linn
intended in
to sit
on the
to
are intended
ordered Mr.
curb. Exclusionary
rules are
Exclusionary rules

disincentivize
behavior and
provide aa remedy
disincentivize certain
certain police
to provide
to those
police behavior
those improperly
and to
seized. State
improperly seized.
remedy to

“in Idaho
122 Idaho
v.
842 P.2d
P.2d 660
Idaho 981,
Idaho [the
Court has
has
v. Guzman, 122
660 (1992).
Indeed, “in
Supreme] Court
981, 842
[the Supreme]
(1992). Indeed,
misconduct.” 122
122 Idaho
held
than merely
that the
the exclusionary
rule does
more than
held that
at
deter police
police misconduct.”
Idaho at
does more
exclusionary rule
merely deter
in Idaho,
992,
that in
Article I1
842 P.2d
holding that
P.2d at
at 671
of exclusionary
rule and
671 (outlining
and holding
(outlining history
exclusionary rule
Idaho, Article
history of
992, 842

Section
when the
the state
the police
17 of
of the
constitution may
require exclusion
of evidence
exclusion of
Section 17
state constitution
police act
act
even require
evidence when
may even
in good
faith and
in
for deterrence).
there is
is no
no need
and there
need for
good faith
deterrence).

If an
If
waiver or
that aa person
not know
the waiver
an officer
ofﬁcer does
know of
of the
or know
know or
or reasonably
is aa
person is
believe that
does not
reasonably believe
parolee or
police behavior
behavior that
that would
the same
norms should
disincentivize any
or probationer,
parolee
should disincentivize
same norms
would
probationer, the
any police
122 Idaho
otherwise
violate constitutional
rights. See
842 P.2d
constitutional rights.
P.2d 660.
Idaho 981,
police may
otherwise Violate
See 122
660. Otherwise,
Otherwise, police
981, 842
may

in
have
the key
the exclusionary
including in
incentive to
to behave
of the
goal of
have less
less incentive
behave constitutionally,
exclusionary rule,
constitutionally, the
rule, including
key goal

A preexisting
locations
where aa larger
percentage of
public may
be on
probation or
the public
preexisting
larger percentage
of the
on probation
or parole.
locations Where
parole. A
may be
waiver, discovered
not cure
after aa warrantless
warrantless seizure,
should not
otherwise constitutionally
cure otherwise
discovered after
constitutionally
seizure, should
waiver,
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improper
when the
police at
time of
improper seizures
the waiver
the time
the seizure.
the
unknown to
to police
at the
of the
As the
seizures when
seizure. As
waiver was
was unknown
“absent such
in Robinson,
Idaho
Robinson, “absent
of Appeals
probation
Idaho Court
Court of
Appeals made
clear in
reasonable suspicion,
made clear
such reasonable
suspicion, aa probation

in aa probation
search
pursuant to
waiver contained
Fourth Amendment
Amendment waiver
probation agreement
to aa Fourth
contained in
agreement
search conducted
conducted pursuant
circumstances.”
must
pass the
under all
Amendmentireasonableness under
still pass
the test
the Fourth
Fourth Amendment—reasonableness
all the
the circumstances.”
test of
of the
must still
411-12 (Ct.
See
see also
152 Idaho
App. 2012);
964-65, 277
Idaho 961,
277 P.3d
P.3d 408,
See State v.
v. Robinson, 152
961, 964-65,
408, 411-12
(Ct. App.
2012); see
144 Idaho
State vv Cruz, 144
174 P.3d
App. 2007).
Idaho 906,
P.3d 876,
880 (Ct.
2007).
910, 174
876, 880
(Ct. App.
906, 910,

Terms
parole or
Fourth Amendment
Amendment rights.
rights.
Terms of
of parole
or probation
probation commonly
of Fourth
include aa waiver
waiver of
commonly include
in advance
An officer
An officer
An
waiver in
time of
the time
the seizure.
or at
at the
ofﬁcer may
know about
of the
ofﬁcer
seizure. An
speciﬁc waiver
about aa specific
advance or
may know
in advance
may
believe that
parolee or
that the
the person
or probationer
probationer in
or at
at
know or
or reasonably
is a
person is
also know
advance or
a parolee
reasonably believe
may also

the
basis have
time of
that basis
that there
the time
the seizure
there is
sufﬁcient reason
of the
on that
to believe
is aa waiver.
seizure and
and on
reason to
waiver.
believe that
have sufficient
in advance
If there
in fact
belief in
If
this knowledge
time would
militate
the time
there is
or belief
or at
at the
is in
fact such
knowledge or
such aa waiver,
would militate
advance or
waiver, this

against
behavior.
improper police
claim of
against any
of improper
police behavior.
any claim
Bonner’s waiver
In this
Linn
In
because the
this case,
this seizure
Mr. Bonner’s
the Officer
ineffective as
is ineffective
to this
Ofﬁcer Linn
seizure because
waiver is
as to
case, Mr.

did
waiver or
believe that
was aa parolee
parolee or
that Mr.
not know
the waiver
Mr. Bonner
Bonner was
or
know of
of the
or know
know or
or reasonably
did not
reasonably believe
411-12.
probationer at
time of
the time
the seizure.
152 Idaho
probationer
at the
of the
at 964-65,
at 411-12.
964-65, 277
Idaho at
seizure. See
277 P.3d
P.3d at
See Robinson, 152

The
basis for
present.
The basis
for applying
the exclusionary
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Electronically Filed
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Sara Markle, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
State of Idaho
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN
Idaho State Bar #4051
Deputy Attorney General
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-001 0
(208) 334-4534
Email: ecf@ag.idaho.gov

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

STATE OF IDAHO,

) District Court Case No. CROl-17-51545
)

) Supreme Court No.

Plaintiff-Appellant,

)

) NOTICE OF APPEAL

V.

MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant-Respondent.

)
)
)
)

___________________________ )
TO: MICHAEL AARON BONNER, THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, NICOLE
OWENS, ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE, 200 W. FRONT ST., RM. 1107,
BOISE, ID 83702 AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named appellant, State of Idaho, appeals against the above-named

respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the MEMORANDUM AND ORDER RE
MOTION TO SUPPRESS, entered in the above-entitled action on the 16th day of May, 2018,
the Honorable Peter G. Barton presiding. A copy of the judgment or order being appealed is
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attached to this notice, as well as a copy of the final judgment if this is an appeal from an order
entered after final judgment.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to
Rule 11 (c)(7), I.A.R.
3.

Preliminary statement of the issue on appeal: Did the district court err when it

concluded that the exclusionary rule applies under the Idaho Constitution even though there was
no violation of constitutional rights against unreasonable searches or seizures, but as a
prophylactic against possible violations under different facts.
4.

To undersigned's knowledge, no part of the record has been sealed.

5.

The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's

transcript:
The hearing on the motion to suppress, held April 10, 2018 (Amy Simmons, court
reporter, unknown number of pages).
6.

Appellant requests the normal clerk's record pursuant to Rule 28, I.A.R. The

Appellant also requests that all briefs filed in support of or in opposition to the motion to
suppress be included in the record or as exhibits to the record.
7.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal is being served on each reporter of

whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
AMY SIMMONS
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702
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(b)

That arrangements have been made with the Ada County Prosecuting

Attorney who will be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript;
(c)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the

preparation ofthe record because the State ofldaho is the appellant (Idaho Code§ 31-3212);
(d)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal

case (I.A.R. 23(a)(8));
(e)

That service is being made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Rule 20, I.A.R.
DATED this 23rd day of May, 2018.

Deputy Attorney General
Attorney for the Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 23rd day of May, 2018, caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL to be placed in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:
THE HONORABLE PETER G. BARTON
Ada County District Court
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83 702
JAN M. BENNETTS
HEATHER C. REILLY
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
200 W. Front St., Rm. 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
NICOLE OWENS
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107
Boise, ID 83702
AMY SIMMONS
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702

HAND DELIVERY
KAREL A. LEHRMAN
CLERK OF THE COURT
IDAHO SUPREME COURT
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0101

Deputy Attorney General
KKJ/dd
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Filed: 05/16/2018 08:58:28
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk- Johnson, lnga

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

No. CR01-2017-51545
MEMORANDUM AND ORDER RE
MOTION TO SUPPRESS

v.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

On February 14, 2018, Defendant Michael Bonner filed a motion to suppress evidence
police obtained on December 17, 2017. This Court has reviewed Mr. Bonner's motion and
memorandum and the State's objection. On April 10, 2018, this Court heard oral argument by
counsel for both sides and the testimonies of Mr. Bonner and Police Officer Linn and considered
Officer Linn's body camera video recording ofthe seizure and arrest (Def.'s Ex. A).
FINDINGS OF FACT

On December 17, 2017 at about 8:37p.m., Officer Linn was exiting from westbound I-15
onto northbound Eagle Road in a patrol car. He slowed for the traffic light ahead of him and the
three or four cars stopped in the turn lane in front of him. As he did so, he was passed by a red
Volkswagen Jetta in another lane. The Jetta did not slow for the light and instead drove quickly
past the officer's car. The traffic light turned green before the Jetta entered the intersection, and
the Jetta continued on at a higher rate of speed than the other cars (including Officer Linn's car)
heading in the same direction at the intersection.
Officer Linn was not sure of the speed of the Jetta. He concedes he did not know then,
and does not know now, if the Jetta exceeded the speed limit or how fast it was going. He
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testified that he did not think that night that the Jetta was speeding sufficiently to turn on his
lights and to make a traffic stop for speeding.
Officer Linn thought that the Jetta would have had to make a hard brake if the traffic light
had not turned green or if a car had pulled out from Officer Linn's lane in front ofthe Jetta.
However, Officer Linn did not think that night that the Jetta was being driven recklessly so as to
justify turning on his lights and making a traffic stop for reckless driving.
Officer Linn noticed that the Jetta only had temporary tags in the back window. He could
not see the numbers. Based on his observations to this point, as well as his experience and
training, Officer Linn decided to follow the Jetta. The Jetta quickly changed lanes to the far right
of Eagle Road and exited Eagle Road at a hospital parking lot, which was the first opportunity to
exit Eagle Road.
The Jetta parked in a parking lot close to Eagle Road but some 100 yards from the
entrance to the main hospital. The parking lot was mostly empty, and Officer Linn believed
there were other parking spot~ available that were much closer to the building entrance. Officer
Linn suspected that the driver of the Jetta had seen his patrol car and perhaps had tried to evade
him by exiting Eagle Road quickly.
Officer Linn pulled into the parking lot to watch the driver. He observed the driver exit
the car and walk about 100 yards to the west side of a dark hospital out-patient building. Officer
Linn suspected that the driver was attempting to distance himself from the Jetta.
The driver was Mr. Bonner. Mr. Bonner attempted to open the front doors of the
building but, finding them locked and the building closed, walked around the building to the
north. This was away from Officer Linn and the parked Jetta. Officer Linn further suspected
that Mr. Bonner was avoiding him. Officer Linn pulled his patrol car to the other side of the
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parking lot and approached Mr. Bonner. At about this time, Officer Linn's body camera video
begins.
The body camera video shows that it was already dark that night. Mr. Bonner stood
under a street light talking into a cell phone. Officer Linn exited his patrol car without turning
on any overhead lights and without using his spotlight. He approached Mr. Bonner and at the
video's 37-second mark asked: "What are you doing?" Officer Linn's voice on the video was
louder than normal conversation levels, though the microphone pick-up was on Officer Linn's
body near his mouth and Officer Linn was speaking to someone some distance away. Officer
Linn's volume level was consistent with a person speaking to someone for the circumstances and
for the distance he stood from Mr. Bonner.
Mr. Bonner replied, somewhat unclearly as the microphone pick-up was far from Mr.
Bonner, that he was trying to find the hospital. The hospital's working entrance is on the east
side of the buildings and campus, some distance from the closed outpatient building where the
two men stood. Mr. Bonner explained that he was attempting to find and visit his girlfriend and
her grandparents in the hospital. No evidence contradicted this explanation. However, from the
recording Officer Linn did not appear to understand what Mr. Bonner said in response.
Officer Linn responded: "I'm sorry, what?"
At the 51-second mark, Officer Linn asked more pointedly: "What are you doing here?"
As Officer Linn had been walking toward Mr. Bonner, the distance was now closer and
Mr. Bonner held up his phone and told Officer Linn he was trying to talk to someone on the
phone about which way to go.
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At the 53-second mark, Officer Linn asked: "Do you have ID on you?" Mr. Bonner
responded in the affirmative and reached towards his rear pocket. Officer Linn followed up by
asking "Can I see it?" Mr. Bonner pulled out his wallet and began opening it.
At the 1: 19 mark, Mr. Bonner handed the officer his license.
At 1:23, Officer Linn asked, "Is that your ride?" Mr. Bonner did not seem to answer.
At 1:24, Officer Linn directed Mr. Bonner: "Sit down." As Mr. Bonner fumbled with his
wallet and pockets, Officer Linn followed up by directing him: "Take your hands out of your
pockets" and "Sit down, please." Mr. Bonner did so. Officer Linn repeated his instruction for
Mr. Bonner to keep his hands out of his pockets.
At 1:44, Officer Linn called for assistance. At about the 2:00 mark, Officer Linn called
in the details of Mr. Bonner's license.
A few short minutes later, Officer Linn was informed by dispatch that Mr. Bonner's
license was suspended. He also learned that Mr. Bonner was on parole. When asked, Mr.
Bonner admitted he was on parole. Mr. Bonner was on parole for two felony DUI convictions
and had previously waived in writing his Fourth Amendment rights as a condition of parole.
Officer Linn arrested Mr. Bonner, who was later tested and found positive for driving while
intoxicated.
ANALYSIS
The constitutions of the United States and ofidaho both protect the "right ofthe people to
be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures." U.S. CONST. amend. IV; IDAHO CONST. art. I,§ 17. The federal protection applies to
state actions via the Due Process clause ofthe U.S. Constitution. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643,
600 ( 1961 ). In addition, the Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that Idaho may grant more
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protections to its people than are granted by the United States. State v. Donato, 135 Idaho 469,
471,20 P.3d 5, 7 (2001) (explaining that the "similarity of language and purpose, however, does
not require this Court to follow the United States Supreme Court precedent in interpreting our
own constitution"); State v. Newman, 108 Idaho 5, 10 n.6, 696 P.2d 856, 861 n.6 (1985) (holding
that "State Courts are at liberty to find within the provisions of their constitutions greater
protection than is afforded under the federal constitution as interpreted by the United States
Supreme Court"). The Idaho Supreme Court has done so and has provided additional protections
from unreasonable searches and seizures. Id.
If a law enforcement officer conducts a search without first obtaining a warrant, the
search is "unreasonable per se unless if falls within one of the recognized exceptions to the
warrant requirement." State v. Martin, 146 Idaho 357, 360, 195 P.3d 716, 719 (Ct. App. 2008)
(quoting Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218, 219 (1973)). Any evidence seized pursuant
to an illegal search or seizure and under circumstances not recognized as an exception to the
warrant requirement, must be excluded from evidence, or suppressed, as "fruits" of the unlawful
action. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471, 484 (1963).
Idaho courts have recognized that not every police action is a seizure. "A seizure under
the meaning ofthe Fourth Amendment occurs only when the officer by means of physical force
or show of authority, has in some way restrained the liberty of a citizen." State v. Page, 140
Idaho 841,843, 103 P.3d 454,456 (2004) (quoting State v. Nickel, 134 Idaho 610,612-13,7
P.3d 219,221-22 (2000), applying and quoting Terry v. Idaho 392 U.S. 1, 19 n.16 (1968)); State

v. Pachosa, 160 Idaho 35, 38, 368 P.3d 655, 658 (2016) (holding that the "Fourth Amendment's
reasonableness requirement applies to limited investigatory detentions" and applying test). In

Page, the arresting officer observed Mr. Page walking down the middle of the road carrying
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some bags at about 2 a.m. 140 Idaho at 842, 103 P.3d at 455. The arresting officer approached
and spoke to Mr. Page. Id. Then he asked for Mr. Page's license or identification. 140 Idaho at
843, I 03 P.3d at 456. The officer took Mr. Page's license back to his police vehicle to run a
check. Jd. Dispatch told the officer that Mr. Page had a warrant out for his arrest. Jd.
The Idaho Supreme Court found that the officer's initial contact with Mr. Page was
consensual and within the officer's community caretaker function, as the officer had reason to
approach Mr. Page, without his overhead lights activated, and to make sure everything was all
right. 140 Idaho at 844, 103 P.3d at 457 (upholding district court's finding as "supported by
substantial evidence"). The Supreme Court also found that this initial contact was not a "stop"
as Mr. Page's liberty had not been restrained. Id. However, the Supreme Court went on to agree
with the district court that when the officer took Mr. Page's license back to his police vehicle, a
seizure had occurred, as the officer had "no compelling reason to seize the identification and
conduct a warrants check" and therefore had no reason to detain Mr. Page after determining that
he did not need assistance. 140 Idaho at 846, 103 P.3d at 458. In doing so, the Supreme Court
distinguished Page from a case where a driver is asked for a license, holding that the request for
a license, whether from a driver or pedestrian, must be reasonable under the circumstances. Jd.

1. Officer Linn's Approach And Request For Mr. Bonner's License Was Not A Seizure.
Both the State and Mr. Bonner agree that the reasonableness of Officer Linn's suspicion
and actions have to be analyzed at the moment a search or seizure occurred. Mr. Bonner argues
that, under the analysis used in Page, when Officer Linn approached and asked Mr. Bonner for
identification, a seizure occurred. Mr. Bonner testified that he felt compelled by the officer's
position and tone ofvoice or volume of voice.
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This Court disagrees. At that time Officer Linn approached Mr. Bonner, Officer Linn
had observed Mr. Bonner possibly driving fast (though not fast enough to know it was above the
speed limit). Officer Linn had observed Mr. Bonner driving non-conservatively. Officer Linn
had noted a temporary tag in the Jetta's back window. He saw Mr. Bonner turn off the road. He
watched Mr. Bonner park in a relatively empty parking lot and walk away from his car towards a
closed building. When Mr. Bonner found the door locked, he walked away from Officer Linn
and away from his parked car. While Officer Linn needed no reason to approach and talk with
Mr. Bonner, Officer Linn had reason to approach and talk with Mr. Bonner to inquire what Mr.
Bonner was doing.
As to Officer Linn's request for Mr. Bonner's identification, this Court does not find a
seizure. In Page, the Supreme Court did not lay out a rule that any police request for a driver's
license is a seizure. Rather, the Supreme Court explained that requesting a license can be a
seizure, if under the circumstances, the request unreasonably restrains the liberties ofthe citizen.
140 Idaho at 844, 103 P.3d at 457 (explaining, in reviewing the taking of Mr. Page's license, that
"Idaho courts must analyze whether the intrusive action of the police was reasonable in view of
all the surrounding circumstances"). Officer Linn needed no reason to approach Mr. Bonner to
talk to him consensually. Officer Linn had encountered and observed Mr. Bonner as a driver,
giving Officer Linn reason to treat Mr. Bonner as a driver, not a pedestrian, even though Mr.
Bonner had exited his vehicle by the time Officer Linn reached Mr. Bonner. In Godwin, the
Idaho Supreme Court held that "a police officer's brief detention of a driver to run a status check
on the driver's license, after making a valid, lawful contact with the driver, is reasonable for
purposes ofthe fourth amendment"). State v. Godwin, 121 Idaho 491, 495, 826 P.2d 452, 456
(1992); see Page, 140 Idaho at 845, 103 P.3d at 458 (explaining that there are "policy differences
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between taking a driver's license from the operator of an automobile, and taking any form of
identification from a pedestrian" and that no "equally compelling policy or statutory authority
can be cited in the case of seizing a license from a pedestrian").
Officer Linn made his initial requests in a tone and at a volume appropriate for the
setting. He did not have his lights on. There is no evidence of intimidating behavior by Officer
Linn when he approached Mr. Bonner, or in the manner in which he asked for Mr. Bonner's
identification. While the bodycam recorded Officer Linn speaking in a loud voice, this was
appropriate for the distance and would not have been unduly loud as heard by Mr. Bonner. This
is further evidenced by the observation that when Mr. Bonner responded, Mr. Bonner's words
are hard to understand on the bodycam and the officer, experiencing the event
contemporaneously, answered, "I'm sorry, what?" Officer Linn did not take Mr. Bonner's
identification back to the patrol car. Officer Linn remained standing near Mr. Bonner and
accessible when he called dispatch. Officer Linn's request for a license, after a lawful approach,
was lawful and reasonable and not a seizure. See Page, 140 Idaho at 845, 103 P.3d at 458
(listing cases).

2. Officer Linn Asking Mr. Bonner To Sit On The Curb Was A Seizure And The Seizure
Was Not Supported By A Reasonable Articulable Suspicion That A Crime Had
Occurred Or Was About To Occur.
Both parties agree that Officer Linn seized Mr. Bonner when Officer Linn asked him, as
seen at about 1:24 of the video, to sit on the curb. The question is whether this seizure was
lawful. When discussing investigative seizures, the Idaho Supreme Court has explained:
Seizures must typically be based on probable cause to be
reasonable. However, limited investigatory detentions require less
than probable cause to be reasonable. Limited investigatory
detentions are "justified by an officer's reasonable articulable
suspicion that a person has committed, or is about to commit, a
crime." To determine whether such reasonable articulable
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suspicion existed, courts must examine the totality of the
circumstances which were known to the officer before the
detention occurred.

Pachosa, 160 Idaho at 39, 368 P.3d at 659 (quoting and applying State v. Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,
811,203 P.3d 1203, 1210 (2008), to a limited investigatory seizure). The question for this Court
then is whether at the time Officer Linn directed Mr. Bonner to sit on the curb, Officer Linn had
a "reasonable articulable suspicion that a person has committed, or is about to commit, a crime."
Id. This Court finds Mr. Officer Linn did not. See 140 Idaho at 846, 103 P.3d at 458 (finding
that officer did not have reason to detain Mr. Page after determining that Page did not need
assistance).
At the time of the contact, Officer Linn knew that Mr. Bonner had been driving.
However, Officer Linn also knew that Mr. Bonner was not running away from him. Indeed, if
Mr. Bonner had driven to the correct hospital entrance and entered the emergency room, it is not
clear that any conversation would have occurred that night between Mr. Bonner and Officer
Linn. After leaving the locked building entrance, Mr. Bonner did not act in a way that indicated
a crime had occurred or was about to occur. He was standing in a well-lit area talking on his
phone, when the officer approached. In response to the officer's appearance, Mr. Bonner did not
run or evade. When Mr. Bonner was asked questions and was asked for his identification, he
complied and explained himself.
As to traffic issues, Officer Linn conceded he did not know whether Mr. Bonner had been
speeding, a violation of law. While Officer Linn's testimony was consistent with Mr. Bonner
driving non-conservatively, Officer Linn did not articulate that Mr. Bonner had driven
recklessly, a violation of law. Officer Linn did not turn on his lights when he approached Mr.
Bonner, and Officer Linn conceded he was not making a traffic stop.
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As to a stolen vehicle, Officer Linn did not have a reasonable articulable suspicion that
Mr. Bonner had stolen the Jetta or was knowingly driving a stolen vehicle. See Pachosa, 160
Idaho at 39, 368 P.3d at 659. Mr. Bonner had parked the Jetta in a publicly accessible, visible
location. The parking spot was close to, and clearly visible from, Eagle Roade, a main road with
lots of traffic. The hospital campus having multiple buildings, Mr. Bonner could have easily
parked it behind a building in a less visible location. He could have further eluded the officer by
driving through the access roads behind the hospital or otherwise requiring the officer to chase
him. Mr. Bonner did not.
The Jetta had temporary tags in the Jetta's back window. Officer Linn testified that he
was not close enough to see the numbers or letters on the tags and had no information that the
temporary tags were incorrect or improper.
At the moment he demanded that Mr. Bonner sit on the curb, Officer Linn knew that Mr.
Bonner was standing still, responding to his questions and was not running away from him. In
addition to the facts Officer Linn knew that led him to follow Mr. Bonner and to approach him,
Officer Linn knew Mr. Bonner was standing in a lit area. Officer Linn also knew that when he
asked Mr. Bonner questions and asked for his identification, Mr. Bonner responded, explained
himself, and handed over his license. Mr. Bonner provided an explanation of why he was at the
hospital complex and his mistake in trying to get to the right building. These actions do not
support a reasonable suspicion of a stolen vehicle.
This Court declines to adopt a test whereby odd or unusual behavior justifies a search or
seizure. Such a test would be contrary to the rulings in Page, Bishop, and Pachosa. There "must
also be some genuine and warranted concern by the officer to justify the detention of a citizen
and not simply the officer's curiosity or an unsubstantiated suspicion of criminal activity. Page,
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140 Idaho at 844, 103 P.3d at 457. For example, Mr. Page walking down the middle ofthe road
carrying bags at about 2 a.m. was odd and unusual. Jd. It was not was not a basis for Mr. Page's
seizure. Jd. As the U.S. Supreme Court explained in Wong Sun, 371 U.S. at 484, courts should
avoid an analysis whereby "a vague suspicion could be transformed into probable cause for
arrest by reason of ambiguous conduct."

3. Mr. Bonner's Terms Of Parole Are An Ineffective Waiver Where The Officer Did Not
Know Of Them At The Time Of The Seizure.
The State argues that Mr. Bonner waived his constitutional rights against seizure when he
agreed to the conditions of his parole. This Court finds the waiver ineffective to the present case.
Officer Linn did not know that Mr. Bonner had had waived his Fourth Amendment rights
and did not know or reasonably believe that the Mr. Bonner was on parole or probation when
Officer Linn ordered Mr. Bonner to sit on the curb. Exclusionary rules are intended in part to
disincentivize certain police behavior and to provide a remedy to those improperly seized. State
v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981,842 P.2d 660 (1992). Indeed, "in Idaho [the Supreme] Court has

held that the exclusionary rule does more than merely deter police misconduct." 122 Idaho at
992, 842 P.2d at 671 (outlining history of exclusionary rule and holding that in Idaho, Article I
Section 17 of the state constitution may even require exclusion of evidence when the police act
in good faith and there is no need for deterrence).
If an officer does not know of the waiver or know or reasonably believe that a person is a
parolee or probationer, the same norms should disincentivize any police behavior that would
otherwise violate constitutional rights. See 122 Idaho 981, 842 P.2d 660. Otherwise, police may
have less incentive to behave constitutionally, the key goal of the exclusionary rule, including in
locations where a larger percentage of the public may be on probation or parole. A preexisting
waiver, discovered after a warrantless seizure, should not cure otherwise constitutionally
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improper seizures when the waiver was unknown to police at the time of the seizure. As the
Idaho Court of Appeals made clear in Robinson, "absent such reasonable suspicion, a probation
search conducted pursuant to a Fourth Amendment waiver contained in a probation agreement
must still pass the test of the Fourth Amendment-reasonableness under all the circumstances."

See State v. Robinson, 152 Idaho 961, 964-65,277 P.3d 408,411-12 (Ct. App. 2012); see also
State v Cruz, 144 Idaho 906,910, 174 P.3d 876,880 (Ct. App. 2007).
Terms of parole or probation commonly include a waiver of Fourth Amendment rights.
An officer may know about a specific waiver in advance or at the time of the seizure. An officer
may also know or reasonably believe that the person is a parolee or probationer in advance or at
the time ofthe seizure and on that basis have sufficient reason to believe that there is a waiver.
If there is in fact such a waiver, this knowledge or belief in advance or at the time would militate
against any claim of improper police behavior.
In this case, Mr. Bonner's waiver is ineffective as to this seizure because the Officer Linn
did not know of the waiver or know or reasonably believe that Mr. Bonner was a parolee or
probationer at the time ofthe seizure. See Robinson, 152 Idaho at 964-65, 277 P.3d at 411-12.
The basis for applying the exclusionary rule is therefore present.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons above, Defendant's Motion to Suppress is GRANTED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated:

Signed: 5/1612018 o8:57AM

Peter G. Barton
District Judge
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(X) I-Court

Heather C. Reilly

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(X) I-Court
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Clerk of the District Court

By~
Deputy

Jerk

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER REMOTION TO SUPPRESS -13
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I
I

Description IBarton IJohnson 060618 Simmons
Location 11A-CRT503

Date 16/6/2018 1

I
Time

Speaker

Note

11 :45 :48 AM
11:45:48 AM
11 :46 :12 AM
11:46:13 AM Counsel
11 :46 :53 AM Reilly
11:47:00 AM Ct

F

ISt. v. Michael BonnerCR0117-51545ReviewCust
ILoschi/ Reilly
IAppeal pending on MTS
IReviews statute

11:52:05 AM Reilly

Case stayed pending appeal- asks set for review in 90 days

11 :52:22AM

Already in 6 months, has parole hold. Moves set 100 bond to obtain
credit, or could post if parole hold releases him.

osc

1

11:53 :34 AM IReilly
11:54:02 AM let
11 :55 :51 AM
11 :55 :51 AM

IObjects to bond reduction. No notice given.
IBond Argument-6/20/ 18 at 1:30. Review Hearing- 9/5118 at 11:00

I·
I·
Produced by FTR Gold™
www. fortherecord .com
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Filed: 06/07/2018 14:01:51
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Johnson, Inga
Filed: 06/07/2018 14:01:49
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Johnson, Inga

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorney for Defendant
NICOLE OWENS, ISB #7679
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR01-17-51545

Plaintiff,
ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON
DIRECT APPEAL

vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant.

Defendant has elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-entitled matter. Defendant, being
indigent and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County Public Defender in the District Court,
the Court finds that, under these circumstances, appointment of appellate counsel is justified. The Idaho
State Appellate Public Defender shall be appointed to represent Defendant in all matters pertaining to the
direct appeal.
ORDERED:

Signed: 6/7/2018 01:52 PM

.

Peter G Barton
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on
Ada County Prosecutor
Ada County Public Defender
State Appellate Public Defender

6/7/18
, I served a true and correct electronic copy to:
acpocourtdocs@adaweb.net
public.defender@adacounty.id.gov
documents@sapd.state.id.us
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Ada County Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk

ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL
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NO· -~-~=~-+--
S"' ~ 0,) FILED

A.M.

_ __

P.M·- - + - -

JUN 1 8 2018
CHRISTOP
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
II

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MICHAEL BONNER,
Defendant.

Case No. CR0117-51545
ORDER TO TRANSPORT

It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody of the Idaho Board of
Correction , and that it is necessary that they be brought before this Court on
June 20, 2018 at 1:30PM.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from the
Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the Sheriff
return said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Penitentiary;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and
retake him/her into custody from the Sheriff upon his/her return to the Penitentiary.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of th is Court serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho
Board of Correction forthwith and certify to the same.

~~n

12
13

8

D te

I

District Judge

14

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
15

16
17

I HEREBY CERTIFY that copies of the foregoing document were sent to:

18
19

Ada County Jail
e-mail

Central Records
e-mail

Dated :

ft /!<d/;f
l

I

20
21
22
23

24

25
26
Order to Transport
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I Description IWilliamson for Barton IJ ohnson 062018 Simmons
Date 16/20/2018
Location 11A-CRT503
I
I
I
Note
Time
I Speaker I
02:23:42 PM
02:24:10 PM
02:24:33 PM
02:24:35 PM ICounsel
02:24:59 PM IOwens

I

ISt. v. Michael BonnerCR0117-51545Bond ArgumentPen
IOwens/ Reilly
IArgues motion

02:25:44 PM Reilly

Motion is moot- def. will not be released as per personel at
IDOC.

02:26:23 PM ICt

Addresses def. Can address at another time if situation changes.

02:27:17 PM
02:27:18 PM

Produced by FTR Gold™
www. fortherecord .com
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

1
2
3

4

Docket No . 46097-2018

STATE OF IDAHO ,
Plaintiff - Appellant ,

5
6

v.

7

MICHAEL AARON BONNER ,

8

No.

AUG 09 2018

Defendant - Respondent.

CHRISTOPHER D
By KELLE WEG~NICH, Clerk
DEI>lfTY
ER

9

10
11

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT OF 92 PAGES LODGED

12
13

Appealed from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho , in and for the County of
Ada .

14
Honorable Peter G. Barton , District Court Judge
15
16
17

Volume I Contains :
Motion to Suppress Hearing held on April 10 , 2018 .

18
19
Date :
20
21
22

August 7 ,

2018

-~

-----------------------------Amy E . Simmons , CSR No. 685 , RPR , CRR , CRC
Official Court Reporter
Judge Peter G. Barton

23
24
25

1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Supreme Court Case No. 46097
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.

i

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant-Respondent.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State ofldaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 9th day of August, 2018.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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EXHIBIT LIST
Peter Barton
lnga Johnson
Judge
Clerk
DATE: April10, 2018
DISPOSITION: Motion to Suppress

CASE NO. CR0117-51545

Heather Reilly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Attorney{s)

State of Idaho ·
Plaintiff
vs.
Michael Bonner

Nicole Owens
Deputy Public Defender
Attorney(s)

Defendant

BY

NO.

DESCRIPTION

STATUS

Def
St
St

A

DVD
Agreement of Supervision
Agreement of Supervision

Adm
Adm
Adm

1
2

Exhibit List
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Supreme Court Case No. 46097
Plaintiff-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant-Respondent.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC
DEFENDER

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY.FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

Date of Service:

"UG 0 9 2.018
--------

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Supreme Court Case No. 46097
Plaintiff-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

vs.
MICHAEL AARON BONNER,
Defendant-Respondent.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as those requested by Counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
23rd day of May, 2018.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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